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Students: 'HIRE education'
Crowd at state capitol entreats legislature to bring professors' salaries up to par
value of a college or university degree in the state will
Senior News Writer
drop, Utah students will have
greater difficulty competing in
Editor's note: This article is
the marketplace and the
the Inst of n three-portseries
economy of our state will
concerningfnculty equity in
invariably suffer."
The Utah Student
Utnh.
Association spoke their support for Gov. Leavitt's proposNearly 700 students from
al to extend the payment of
all nine of Utah's public colthe I-15 construction bond
leges and universities gathfrom seven to 10 years. This
ered on the steps of the State
would free up money to go
Capitol building Wednesday
towards Utah's education systo show the Utah Legislature
tem.
they are serious
"Are we going
about getting
to pave our
more money to
roads and leave
raise faculty and
potholes in edustaff salaries.
cation?" asked
The rally didPART3 OF 3·PART
SERIES Ben McAdams,
n't officially
president of
begin until noon,
Associated Students of the
but by 11 a.m. most students
University of Utah, and presihad arrived and were chanting and waving signs that read dent of the Utah Student
Association.
"HIREEducation· and "Stop
The Utah Student
Paving Over Education."
Association worked hard and
Student body presidents
put in many hours to orgafrom Utah colleges and uninize this rally, McAdams said.
versities drew an enthusiastic
Faculty and staff were
response to facts and stories
impressed by the students·
illustrating the need for
willingness to
salary equity. Asked
step up on
if they had known a
1
their behalf.
professor who left
lf this problem[of
·we (teachers
the school for a betsalaryequity] is not of higher eduter salary elsewhere,
cation) don't
two-thirds of stusoon remedied,the
have any sort
dents raised their
repercussionswill be of union or
hands.
lobbying force,"
,
·ytah professors
many.
said Ted
are underpaid by
Olson, profesabout 20 percent
sor
of mathewhen compared to
• NATE
ANDERSON•
matics at Snow
the salaries of peer
ASlJStJ
PJUSU)f.NI"
College. "This
institutions," said
is definitely a
Kris Olsen of
good thing. I think legislators
Southern Utah University.
will at least get an idea that
·suucurrently has 15
this is something serious and
employees wh-, are paid
it's not just going to go away."
below the poverty line."
Three representatives
Local media and a handful
of legislators were present for spoke to students during the
course of the rally. Rep. Afton
the press conference at noon,
B. Bradshaw, (R),encouraged
where Nate Anderson. presistudents to actively voice
dent of the Associated
their opinions and concerns.
Students of Utah State
"You are voters," she said.
University, and two other stu"There are 20,000 higher edudent body presidents
cation students in Utah explained the students' platwhat a political lobby!"
forms and offered solutions.
Students were able to iden"If this problem (of salary
tify the representatives from
equity) is not soon remedied,
the repercussions will be
many," said Anderson . "The
Jumpta RAuv...Eage.l
LAURABELLAMY

J
=......a~
Melissa Daney, standi~g,a~d Stacy Harde~of Snow Collegeas well as other collegestudents from around the
state wrote letters to their legislatorsrequestinga pay increasefor their professors.
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NBCNews
producers
offerinsight
JESSICAWARREN

Staff Writer

Deciding what is best for
each broadcast of NBC
Nightly News is a process that
is both drawn out and rushed
through , according to Tom
Brokaw, anchor and managing editor of NBC Nightly
News.
Brokaw and the producers
of NBC Nightly News were on
an interactive satellite panel
with universities across the
country to discuss their work.
With new technology, producers are allowed to change
broadcasts live on the air,
change the order of segments
and drop or add stories,
according to the panel.
·we have a 10-pound bag
and we're developing 100
pounds of material," Brokaw
said. "We have to make these
decisions on the fly."
In making these decisions,
the staff looks at newsworthiness, new developments, and
what they deem more important.
"There is so much news
available to so many people.
We're trying to give them
context," David Doss, executive producer said.
Doss said they wanted to
show people why things happened and what the impact
might be on their lives.
The staff also looks at the
competitiveness of the business. With MSNBC and
CNBC, the news is running
24 hours a day.
·we have to have it right
and we have to have it first,"
Doss said, in order to compete.
"It really gets you out of
the gate fast," said M.L. Flynn,
foreign producer .
With new technology, time
is not as big of a factor as it
used to be.
"There is no reason for us
to be wrong," Doss said.
Brokaw said he is confident they can make last
minute changes work.
The February 17 broadcast

Jumpto NBCNE.'\\S.
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"Chicken Soup' author praises the power of
positive, ambitious thinking in life persuits
lARAGALE
Staff Writer

"You can be anybody you
want to be right now - and
every right now."
There was standing room
only in the TSC ballroom as
internationally recognized
speaker, entertainer, songwriter and New York Times
Best Selling Author Dan
Clark brought this message
to students at Thursday's
Arts and Lectures Series presentation.
CJili;spoke with students
abo-aking
the most out
of their lives.
He asked the audience
who the most successful people they knew were and why
thenswer couldn't be themsel~s.
He said everyone has the
poten~al to be successful.
"Th .. are 12 notes in
music," .said.
"You are a
composer. You're made up of
the same 12 boring notes as
everyone else - approach
every day as a new day to
create a hit tune."
College students have a
special tendency to live in
the past, he said, using ath-

Dan Clark gives a motivational
speechto USU students in the
TSC BallroomThursday.

letes who still wear high
school letterman's jackets as
an example.
He said it's important for
people to ·stretch" themselves, to step outside the
box of who they, and everyone else, expects them to be
and become their best self.
·self is not discovered."
Clark said. ·self is created."
To build a firm foundation
for the self to be created on,
he said there are four building blocks that.must be in
place.
The first is to "believe in
the power of stretch." You
have to stretch before you

can strengthen, he said. He
used as an example his experience with physical therapy
after having snapped his
Achilles tendon .
He encouraged students to
allow experiences to affect
them for the better, and to
incorporate what they learn
into their lives so they can
be strengthened instead of
·snapping back· to the same
old way they were before.
The second building block
is that ·one moment in time
can change forever." he said.
We have the opportunity
to help other people, he said.
People need to take
the opportunities that come
to help each other.
One of the most important things people can do to
be successful, he said, is to be
a person who other people
want to be around.
"You want people to say, I
like being with you. When
I'm with you, I'm my best
self," he said.
The third building block is
to stretch not through technology but through personal
contact.
Jump to SOIIP,Page3

While students from acrossthe state spent the early afternoonon Wednesdayrallyingfor highereducation,

Gov. Mike Leavitt was b11sypreparingto sign a bill to bringfunds to the Bridger/andCommunity Ice Arena.

$1 million
signature:
LEAHL. CULLER

Assistant News Editor

While students from
across the state spent the
early afternoon Wednesday
rallying for higher education,
Gov. Mike Leavitt was busy
preparing to sign a bill to
bring funds to the
Bridgerland Community Ice

Leavitt signs bill allowing Cache Valley
tax money to 90 to community ice "rena
Arena.
At approximately 3· 15
Wednesday afternoon,
Leavitt signed SB34, a bill
that allows each Cache
County city to pledge their
financial support to help
build an Olympic-sized arena
in Cache Valley. So far, 17 of
19 cities have signed a resolution to send 1/ 64 percent

of their sales tax to support
payment of a $1 million con struction bond over the next
10 years .
Leavitt praised the bill as
a ·very good community
effort· and Executive
Director Janet Borg thanked
the governor for helping to
put the fundraising efforts
over the halfway mark .
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Speaker: European Delagation
BRIAN CARTER

Staff Writer

The European Union (EU)is an
insurance company for a continent,
according to Fraser Cameron. head of
the PoliticalScience Section in the
Delegation of the European
Commission in Washington, D.C.
Cameron. who spoke to a group of
Utah State University political science
students Wednesday, said on a recent
flight to Los Angeles a lawyer siting
next to him asked what he did.
Cameron said he worked for the EU
and the lawyer asked if that was insurance.
"Yes.it is. We insure a continent."
Cameron said he told the lawyer.
"Alot of what we do in internal
relations is insurance to reduce the
risk of conflict."Cameron said.
He answered questions from students on topics of EU cooperation
with the United States to EU expansion and defense to budgetary matters.
"President Clinton takes a personal
~..

interest in working with the EU."
Cameron said. "Attention from the
White House is quite a catalyst·
The areas of diplomacy and cooperation are ·varied and deep· between
the EU and the United States,
Cameron said. One area he specifically
mentioned was the pressure both governments are placing on North Korea
to stop their missile testing program.
Cameron said cooperation also exists
on problems in Columbia, Sudan and
Cypress.
Cameron said he thinks the United
Kingdom will eventually adopt the
Euro, the EU currency. Cameron said
the public in the United Kingdom is
about 65 percent against adopting the
Euro because the mass media is skeptical.
"This can be changed. There needs
to be more proactive leadership,"
Cameron said. "The United Kingdom
will join; they always do in the long
run:
On the east, Cameron said Russia
only has a win-win situation to join
the EU. Russia already conducts 70

NEWS
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insures the continent

percent of its trade with the EU as
well as having a security zone provided, Cameron said. Within five years
Cameron said Russia could have it's
territory surrounded by the EU.
"Ultimately this will be good for
Russia (to join). They can see the practical benefits." Cameron said. "People
in the administration in Moscow basically share this view:
Cameron said the most difficult
issue faced by the EU are the problems between Turkey and Greece.
There have been several bilateral
meetings between the two states.
Cameron said. which are leading to
cooperation in resolving their differences.
Cyprus should be a catalyst.
Cameron said. The island country has
been divided since 1974between
Turkey and Cyprus. Only the GreekCypriot government is recognized
internationally.
"This is the most difficult outstanding issue. There is a new generation
coming up that didn't know what an
undivided island is."Cameron said.

Fraser Cameron, of the European
Commission,discussessecurity policies.

What Cameron calls ·quake diplomacy" between Algeria and Turkey,
the aid given for last year's earthquakes in the area, is remarkable.
"From my perspective it was a genuine feeling of grief."Cameron said. ·1
think it was a positive outcome."

RALLY

State Trooper Guy Hood of the Utah Highway Patrol keepsan eye 011 Wednesday'srally from the steps of the capitolbuilding.

Howdo youfeelaboutgoingto
yourMonday,
Wednesday,
Friday
classes
twicein a rowto make
upfornothaving
schoolMonday?
''I'm quite perturbed
by the rearrangement
of classes.It requires
that I face the same
boringclassestwo
days in a row."
SARAHSHUNN

Undeclared
"It's good becauseone
of my classeswas
canceledso I can
sleep in."

MATTf\tlLLER

Biblogy
"It's a goodidea."

CRYSTA
RA.sMUSSEN

Human Resources
Management
''I'm going to pretend
I didn't get it so I
won't have to go to
class."

SARAH
DurroN

Art

education?
"It means no salary equity, that's
what it means: said Rep. Patrice M.
Arent, (D). a member of HEA. "We're
getting the lowest increase, not even
as much as state employees."
Lee Burke, USU's assistant to the
president for government relations.
said the EAC is looking seriously at
increasing the numbers for higher
education, and it looks promising.
This might be due to the influence
of the student rally. he said.

NBCNEWS
Continuedfrom Page1
of NBC Nightly News opened with the
South Carolina republican primary, a short
mention of inflation as a real threat, an in
depth piece on the L.A. Police scandal. a
small sound bite on a vaccine and a new
development on the treatment of
Chechnya refugees by the Russians. indicating war crimes.
The broadcast ended with a family look
on the cars of the future.
"It depends on what the news is." Flynn
said, to determine whether or not it gets
on the air.
With Chechnya. Flynn had video
footage which she said increased the value
of the story.
The staff decided to lead with the primary because Brokaw said it impacted
many people. and was "critical and exciting."
Brokaw said as stories emerge, they try
to limit the number of stories and expand
the length, asking, "Did we really fill in all
the blank spots?"
Brokaw said he applies the "UFO theory: the Unforeseen will Occur," in the election.
"H's not just about McCain, it's about
redefining the Republican party." Brokaw
said.
Brokaw said as time moves forward, the
type of stories covered have changed.
He said they do a lot with women's
health issues, something rarely covered in

Soup
Continuedfrom Page1
He summarized his story, "Puppies for
Sale." about a young handicapped boy
who chose to buy a similarly handicapped
puppy because. "he needs someone who
will understand him."
Clark said we need to take time to
understand other people and appreciate
that we are essentially all the same, he
said.
The fourth building block is to believe
one person can make a difference, and
internalize that.
He said he honestly believes in the
power of a single person to make a differ-

NewssR1EFs
There will be no residential
garbage pickup. and the landfill
will be closed on Monday in
observance of President's Day.
Monday and Tuesday
garbage will be picked up on
Tuesday.
All garbage containers
should be out by 7 a.m., as normal routes may not be followed.
The landfill will reopen on
Tuesday with winter hours.
Winter hours are Monday thru
Saturday. 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Continuedfrom Page1

this amount, but is part of a separate salary package being decided by
the E.(\.~,This package, which isn't
final yet. would give K-12 a 5.5 per·cerit salary increase. plus a nearly 2
percent one-time extra. State public
employees would receive a 4 percent
salary increase, plus about 1.5 percent increase for benefits. Higher
education, under this plan, would
get a 4 percent increase for both
salary and benefits.
What does this mean for higher

3

> Garbage
mentake
Monday
off,nopickup

---------------------------------------------------------

their areas, and were provided with
paper and envelopes to write letters.
McAdams said the rally was a huge
success as far as participation and
enthusiasm were concerned, but
soon after the rally ended he heard
legislators were not responding
favorably.
McAdams said he feels the road
bond extension is a logical way to
put more money into education, but
legislators "have an aversion to debt"
He said in the long run legislators
would reap far more than they lost
by paying interest on the road bond
for 3 more years, "but they don't like
it bec,1use they can't sit with a pencil
and calculate the numbers." he said.
"The investment of education is real,
but you can't put it into numbers."
, The timing was purely coincidental, McAdams said, but after the rally
Wednesday afternoon, the Executive
Appropriations Committee (EAC).
which makes the final decision of
where state funds will go,
announced its revenue projectiqn~.
It then divided the funds between
the various appropriations subcorti- · '
mittees, including the Higher
Education Appropriation
Subcommittee (HEA).Of the projected $207.7 million increase in revenue. the HEA was given $12 million
to divide between all of higher education·s priorities.
Salary equity is not included in

PAGE

"It helped that the students were
here," he said.
He said he thinks it may have
softened the legislators a,little
toward higher education,
By taking an active stance, it is
possible for people to influence the
Legislature further, he said. People
interested should contact all legislators to request that higher education
receive at least as much as other
public employees in salary and benefits, he said.

the past.
This ·evolution" as he called it has
changed the selection of news from primarily white middle-aged men when he
entered the business in 1962, extending to
women and other groups today.
"It really is much more diverse." Brokaw
said.
He said one of the most under-reported
issues of our day, however, is racial issues
along with the effects of present economic
trends.
Brokaw said he is confident in the continuance of his program as well as other
evening newscasts.
"Thirty million viewers; that's a lot of
people," Brokaw said.
"In the long curve of my career, I'm
proud of what I've done," Brokaw said.
He said he is self criticai in order to produce his best work. as he said all good
journalists are, ·otherwise we'll fail you
and we become stale."
The staff encouraged students looking
into broadcast journalism to get an
emphasis in another area such as political
science, history or health.
"Read the newspaper everyday, watch
what we do, learn to write," said Jonathan
Wald, senior producer.
, Brokaw emphasized the ability to write.
"You have to learn to express yourself
coherently on paper."
Brokaw said the bottom line of broadcast journalism is as there is more news
available in sound bites. and other short
form .. He said it is his job to provide context to the story.
ence in an entire organization. This attitude, he said can affect one's life.
Clark also related lessons of endurance
he learned while playing football, and
during the struggle to overcome a semiparalyzing accident that cut his career
short.
"Your body can endure anything, it's
the mind you must convince," he said.
"Pain is a signal to grow, not to suffer:
He concluded with encouragement for
students to live their lives so at the end
there will be no regrets.
Clark signed copies of "Chicken Soup
for the College Soul," which he coauthored. He is also the primary contributing author to the "Chicken Soup for
the Soul· series.

> Download
theses
anddissertations
free
Utah State University
researchers can now download
free copies of USU theses and
dissertations submitted from
1997 to the present. The Web ·
site at wwwlib.umi.com/
er/usu/main was produced by
UMI Dissertations Publishing
and allows members of the
USU community to search all
USU dissertations and theses.
The database can be
searched by keyword, author or
adviser and displays citations
and abstracts of any work,
regardless of year submitted.
In addition, the full text of
theses and dissertations submitted from 1997 to the present
can be downloaded at no cost
in PDF format and displayed
using Adobe Acrobat Reader
software.
Copies of theses and dissertations submitted before 1997
can be ordered from the same
Web site for a fee.
For more information, call
797-2680.

> 'A'lighted
blueto
honor
students'
efforts
The "A"on Old Main Tower
was lighted blue,JVednesd~y
night in honor of students
statewide in their support of
higher education.
Students from Utah State
University and other colleges
across the state rallied on the
steps of the state capitol as part
of the statewide effort to further prioritize higher education
in Utah.

> Body
Awareness
fair
offers
freemassages
There will be a Body
Awareness Fair today from 11:30
a.m. until 1:30 p.m. in the
International Lounge on the 2nd
floor of the Taggart Student
Center.
The fair will include nutritional screenings, free massages
and a keynote speaker at 12:30
p.m.
The speaker will be Cynthia
Allen, who will be speaking
about media influences on body
images.

>- Smooching
students
ruffle
others'
feathers
SEATTLE(TMS)- Some students at Seattle PacificUniversity
have been so kissy-facewith each
other that other students are
reviewing the campus' rules on
public display of affection.
The public groping has embarrassed many students, who say
they're tired of being confronted
with it when they're walking down
hallways or into other common
areas, such as the student lounge.
Their complaints have prompted a student-led committee to
review to consider posting signs
reminding students what is and is
not appropriate behavior.
One sign posted on the campus' chapel door already informs
students that the chapel is "not for
making out. Please be an adult."
Kimberlee Campbell, director
of residence life for the university,
told The Falconshe hopes students will use good judgment and
resolve their conflicts before getting her staff involved in the issue.
"I think that common sense
and respect for other members of
your community should be the
measuring stick (for judging intimate behavior),"she said.
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USU Theatre department's production
nearly captures essence of "Our Town"
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Midnight Movies
Movies 5
2440 N. Main Street
midnight
$4
Also on Saturday
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A man in the auditorium(left),one of BrianBahr'sfour parts, and Mr. Webb,a nem;papereditorplayed by BriantHall, talk about the town of Grover's

Cornersin Thornton Wilder'sPulitzerPrize-winningclassic"Our Town." The USU Theatredepartment'sproductionof the play openedlast night.

throughout the play. However,
the small-town accent was not
consistent and created a lack
of believability.
Mr. Webb, played by Briant
Hall. was hilarious during his
advice scene. He captured
hearts with his energetic
antics. The only problem with
his performance was that he
didn't allow enough time for
the audience to laugh before
doing his next line.
The mothers, played by
Andrea Koldewyn and
Cassandra Orr were stable
but flat. Their performances
didn't express the warmth of
real motherhood .
Tyson Smith gave the most
outstanding performance as
the choir director, Simon

Stimson. The character is a
depressed alcoholic who is
often described as having a
"heap of troubles." Smith captured this character completely and added new dimensions
with his performance.
During the first scene showing him conducting the
choir - it was impressive to
witness the depth he added to
the character by showing the
moment when Simon gives
into his dream. He slowly
stood up straight, and the
choir became more than just
town volunteers to him.
It was amazing to watch
the light in his eyes change
from a depressed stupor to a
radiant expression of hope
mixed with fear. In the final

act, the character's intense bitterness was almost tangible.
One of the key elements of
·our Town" is the absence of
any props and dramatic
scenery. Pantomime is used to
distinguish all activity on
stage, and only the bare outlines of buildings define the
scenery.
The scenery used in this
production didn't flow with
the town's imagery. It was difficult to differentiate where
people were in respect to the
other buildings in town. It
seemed that the road changed
places on numerous occasions.
The main difference from
this play and traditional stagings is the time line. The
director chose to place each

act of the play in a different
time period.
The play is called ·our
Town· because it is every little
town at any time. The change
of time periods helped to
emphasize this fact.
The lives lead by the characters are every life in their
basic form. We grow up , fall in
love and die. The beauty of
this play is in its simplicity.
Detailed attention to the
little things made these time
warps believable. It was interesting to watch the milkman's
horse, Betsy,become an old
fashioned truck and then a
modern refrigerated milk
truck.

Jumpto OuRTOWN.
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Photographs document
20th-century pioneers
CORINNE KATOR

SeniorFeatures Writer

Naoko Nelson from Japan helpsher daughterAriana make Valentine's Day cardswith CareneYe, Malaysia;
Ivone B. Colombo,Braziland Trida Christense,United States. Ei,eryTuesdaythe more than 30 membersof the
InternationalFriendshipCommittee,or the InternationalWives, meet and discoverAmericanculture together.

Committee helps wives of foreign
students adjust to American culture
For some Americans, traveling outside the United
States sounds like an adventure. But for someone moving to that country without
knowing the people or language, it would most likely
change from an adventure to
loneliness .
The International
Friendship Committee is
designed for the wives of
international students and
scholars at Utah State
University.
Their purpose, as outlined
in their brochure, is threefold: to introduce interna-

Masterworks concert
Utah Symphony
Abravanel Hall
123 W. South Temple
Salt Lake City
8 p.m.
$8 With student ID
$14-$33 without ID
Also on Saturday

-C
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Theater
REv1Ew

Staff Writer

•

••
•
•

Staff Writer

DEBBIELAMB

CONCERT

"•

NATALIE LARSON

In every essence of the
legacy left by Thornton
Wilder, opening night of Utah
State University's rendition of
·our Town· met the Pulitzer
Prize-winning tradition last
night.
Grover's Corners once
again became every little town
in ·small-town America."
George and Emily grew up
and fell in love. The Morgan
Theatre echoed with the
cheers of the crowd.
The audience once more
heard the stinging wake-up
call about the brief, bittersweetness of life.
"Does anyone ever appreciate life as they live it?" Emily
asked. The staged reply was
·no," but the challenge was
issued.
The cast was generally not
rattled by opening-night
nerves. There were some line
lapses - as was expected but quick recoveries con- ......
trolled delay and distraction.
Overall, it was well performed
The one thing thls production fell short on was sincerity.
The performers were well
rehearsed, the staging was
excellent, the motivation in
place, but they didn't feel
what their characters were
feeling. Many of the actors
didn't reach outside of themselves.
Shannon Tyler and Eric
VanTielen convincingly played
the two leads, Emily and
George. The chemistry worked
well between them on stage.
Tyler's closing performance
was deeply moving.
Mitch Berntson did a clean
job as the stage manager. His
costume gave no definition
towards any time period, so it
was easy for him to operate

Friday
••••

•O:::

tional women to American
culture, to give the women
an opportunity to meet others from their home country
as well as from countries
around the world and to
allow women to share their
country and culture with
others .
"I've done a lot of things I
would never (have) done at
home," said Lotrta Saetre
who is from Sweden.
Saetre's husband is a postdoctorate student at USU.
Meetings are held for the
international wives weekly.
·we have a program every
week," said Elizabeth Laron,
one of the chairs of the committee . "It varies on the

amount of people we have sometimes we have 15 or 25,
so we never know how many
will come. Our program is
designed to demonstrate, not
to give lectures."
The wives meet every
Tuesday from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
in the Friendship Room
behind the Aggie Village
Laundry on the far east end
of Aggie Village.
"When it's a cold day and
only a few women show up
we say they didn't come
because it was a bad day,"
said Laron. "When it's a
beautiful day, we say they
didn't come because it was

Jumpto WMS, Page5

The new gallery space in
Utah State University's Merrill
Library is currently showing
"ALandmark Journey:
Photographs of the
Sesquicentennial Wagon
Train on the Pioneer Trail,"
an exhibit by Gary B.
Peterson.
The exhibit is centered
around Peterson's photographs of the 1997 wagon
train that recreated the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints pioneers'
1847 trek to the West.
The photographs are
accompanied by artifacts from
the Latter-day Saints Museum
of History and Art. The exhibit also includes a handcart
built by local residents Brian
and Nhora Anderson as an
exact replica of one used by
their pioneer ancestors .
The photographs in the
exhibit are arranged chronologically from the point
Peterson joined the train in
Wyoming to the arrival of the
wagons in Salt Lake City.
According to Rose Milovich,
the library's exhibition program director, the photographs were not meant to
make an artistic statement
but to document the wagon
train's journey. Milovich said
Peterson has a background in
geography and was especially
interested in capturing the
geographic landmarks
of the trail.
One of the largest pho tographs in the exhibit is
titled "The Prophet Brigham
and the Prophet Gordon
Salute in Passing."A press
release from Peterson explains

the significance of the photo:
Peterson was photographing a
·particularly authentic" group
of wagons when a private jet
flew overhead and dipped its
wings at the wagon train.
Peterson realized the jet was
carrying Latter-day Saint
Church President Gordon B.
Hinckley. Peterson felt as
though two Latter-day Saint
prophets, Hinckley and pioneer leader Brigham Young,
were represented in the scene
and photographed the juxtaposition.
Milovich said the library
chooses exhibits based on
their relationship to the
strengths of the library's own
collection. She said this exhibit relates to the library's
emphasis on Utah and local
history.
According to Milovich, the
library has been sponsoring
exhibits for years but now has
a dedicated space specifically
for exhibits. She said the
library feels it is "important
for students to be exposed to
numerous sources of information."
She said the exhibits are
part of the library's educational experience, supplementing the books, electronic
media and other sources of
information typically associated with a library.
Milovich said the response
to the new gallery space has
· been ·tremendous." She said
the library has ongoing exhibitions planned for the next
several years.
These exhibits will feature
professional work like that
currently on display, items
from the library's special collections and work from USU
students, she said.
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l\,uslCAL THEATER

•

"The Fantasticks"
Wasatch Theatre
company
2278 s. Redwood Road .
West Valley City
8 p.m .
$5 with student ID
$6 without student ID
Runs weekends
through March 4

BENEFITCONCERT

•

89 and Five Orchestra
Benefit for
Operation Smile
TSCBallroom
8:30 p.m.
-~
$3

DINNER/DANCE

•

Logger's Ball and
Game Dinner
Live band Badly Bent
Bullen Center
43 s. Main Street
Dinner 6 p.m .
Dance 8 to 11 p.m .
$10 dinner and dance
$5 dance only

Saturday
• •••
CONCERT

•

••

••
••
••

••
••
•
••
••
••
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Darci Anger's Four
Generations of
Jazz Violin
Ogden Eccles
Conference Center
2415 Washington Blvd .
Ogden
7:30 p.m.
$15

TUesctay

• •••

PRESSCONFERENCE

•

Utah Governor
Mike Leavitt
Importance of voting &
presidential primary
TSCSunburst Lounge
9a.m .
free

Wednesday

Soc"'tWORK

•

Mingle With the
Social Work Faculty
Dean'sConferenceRoom
Old Main Room 338
12:30 p.m.
free
you nave Information
that you would /Ike
featured In Steppln' out ,
please e -ma/1/t to
ecitor@statesman.usu.edu
01 call 797-1742
If
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Norllreni
Utah's
Ari&
Classic

'Home repair for dummies: Pay someone else to do it
I.JFESENTENCES
/ BryceCasselman

improvement shows, lead by
the dark angel himself, Bob
Villa. Shows such as "Home
Again," "Home Time" and "I
Can Convince Any Idiot They
Can Do Anything With Their
House If I'm Paid Enough
Money" can give you the sense
that adding on to a house is as
easy as adding marshmallcw.s
to your cocoa.
Yes, these shows take
months and even years of hard
work and suffering and gloss
them over with helpful advice,
such as, "Remember to wear
protective eyewear."
The best part is the useless
money-saving tips, because
you'll pay four times whatever
you save in counseling later.
These programs show entire
home renovations in a halfhour format that makes the creation of the earth in six days
pale in comparison.
Some people are tone deaf
and shouldn't sing; others
couldn't draw a recognizable
stick figure. And then there are
those that need help replacing
a light bulb. They are what I
like to call fix-it deficient.
I am fix-it deficient.
I came to this realization
when, after purchasing a home,
my wife and I decided to renovate our kitchen. I asked my
father-in-law, a man that built
his home from the ground up
by hand, and a good friend

Are
y O U
home
improvement challenged? I
am, and I
would like
to save as
many people as possible the
pain and suffering I have personally endured while coming
to grips with reality.
It all starts in about sixth or
seventh grade for many of us,
entering into our first woodshop class and building that
stained wooden box which,
with:all honesty, my three-yearold could put together with a
little help and guidance.
Then, if you moved onto the
more advanced class, you
might have even made a
stained box with a shade that lit
up, a box loosely referred to as
a lamp, which some of you
probably still display proudly
by your bedside.
The next step is furniture that
gives the false impression those
cheap pieces of furniture you
can buy at Wal-Mart can give.
With the only requirements for
assembly being a hammer, a
screwdriver and a secondgrade reading level, even Al
Gore could look like he accomplished something.
The most evil of all, though,
are the Saturday home

Life."showed the simplicity of
everyday life at its most basic.
Continuedfrom Page4
People wake up, eat breakfast,
go to work or school, come
Between the scenes. sound
home and go to bed.
effects characteristic of the era
It was pointed out later in
were played. The length of
the final scene (showing
these sound clips generally dis- Emily's death) just how much
tracted (rom the play itself.
all of this is taken for granted.
The opening began in dark- One of the major themes of
ness with the musical sound
the play is the fact that people
effects bringing the audience's
rush about their lives in such
attention towards the stage in
a hurry they don't take the
anticiljation. The music ended
time to even see what's going
too abruptly as the narrator
on around them.
made his appearance and the
The second act is called
play began. losing some of the
"Loveand Marriage." It depicts
atmosphere created.
the courtship between the two
The first act. entitled "Daily main characters. VanTielen did

OuRTOWN

who has been in construction
most of his life, to help with the
kitchen.
I knew I was in for it as they
strapped on their Batman-like
utility belts and began babbling
the
language
of
Constructionese.
I could have been a dog and
served them better.
I soon found myselfcrawling
under the house with the
snakes and spiders and doing
any other brainless, dirty and
painful act that required no real
skill.
Before you buy a home and
start tearing it apart with visions
of vaulted ceilings dancing in
your head, I would suggest you
first answer the following questions.
Do you think a 16-penny
nail actually costs 16 cents? Do
you only associate words like
"hammer,"
"tool"
and
"AODC" with musical artists?
Do you think a two-by-four
board is actually two inches
thick and four inches wide?
Have you ever taken a victory
lap around your house after
successfully programming the
VCR? Has the thought ever
crossed your mind that the
color you are painting the walls
clashes with the pants you have
on? Do rou need the how-to
instruction booklet for your
new socket wrench set? Is
unclogging the toilet your idea

Mrmie
Tlteatre

of plumbing? Has it ever taken you can purchase my new doyou more than 15 hits to put a it-yourself video "Remodeling
nail in, usually ending up with the Kitchen While Arguing
half of it bent and beaten into ProfuselyWith Your Spouse for
Two YearsStraight." It is narratthe wood?
If you answered "yes" to any ed by Satan himself and priced
of these questions, I would at a low $34 .99 with a five dolhighly suggest that you not lar rebate if you mail in your
attempt any home improve- first bloody bandage or any
ment projects and simply fork portion of your body you cut off
out the cash for a professional during the renovation.
to come and do it for you.
Ifyou do have your mind set BryceCasselman,featureswriter
for tlzeStatesman, is a junior
on fixing up your kitchen and
majoringin journalism.
you have no prior experience,

an impressive job with the
scene where Emily is crying
and George just doesn't know
exactly what to do to console
her. His expression of confusion was classic.
It was always amazing to
see how simple falling in love
and getting married appeared
on stage. The play did include
moments where the nerves
and bad advice realistically
took their toll.
The final act depicts the
ultimate finale: death. It is in
this act that the real intent of
the play is revealed: to awaken
the audience to the beauty of
everyday !ife.

AmericanBeauty<R>
Nominated for 8 Academy
Awards including Best Picture!

Tickets $6.00
$4.50 before 5:00pm

Fri & Sat 4:45, 7:00 & 9:20 pm
Sunday 4:45 & 7:00pm
Mon & Thurs 7:00pm
141 North Main, Smithfield

563-8080

Friday, Feb. 18, 7:30 p.m.
reserved seating TIX $8.50
Now available at

Ellen Eccles Theater

Ticket Office

435-7 52-0026

WMS

The program first started
in 1969 as faculty wives helpContinuedfrom Page4
mg foreign student's wives.
The program was originalsuch a nice day:
ly started to help the wives
On Tuesday, only six inter- and the students, who probanational women - Ivone
bly would otherwise have just
Colombo. Naoko Nilson. Suk gone to an advisor like other
Hi Roh. Lotta Saetre, Carene
students would have, Laron
Ye and Young Sook Hong said.
and four children attended.
But she said international
Ivone Colombo said her
wives had additional needs
husband is working on his
which necessitated the start
doctorate in water irrigation.
of this program.
She said when she £i.rst
It has now extended to
learned that there was a
anyone who wants to come
group for international wives. and help. she said.
she was afraid to go because
"I started in 1969. I enjoy
of her lack of knowledge of
the girls and I feel like I'm
the English language.
doing a little service. My husBut she said the commitband was in international
tee's second goal of allowing
work overseas; treasurer
international women to meet Lulu Anderson said.
other people proved worth
·1 lived in a foreign counthe initial nervousness.
try for 14 years; I know what
·1 think this place is good
it is like to be lonely and not
for wives so we can come and know anybody," she said.
meet people; Colombo said.
People who help with the
The wives also said they
program don't have to have
enjoy the committee because
international experiences.
it allows them to share their
although most have lived
cultures with each other.
overseas. said Marge
"Next week we are going
Whitaker, a committee chair.
to have some girls from
She said the committee
India. They are going to show gives them a nice backthe rest of us how to cook
ground on what it feels like
food. they are going to cook
to be living in a foreign
some Indian dishes," Laron
country.
said.
Whitaker said they wel·sometimes we have girls
come anyone who wants to
do a program. They talk
join.
about their country or they
·we can hold twice as
cook something from their
many girls that show up," she
country,"she said.
said.

THEEVENT
FOR AGGIE GRADS
Everything for your graduation ... all in one place!

ednesday, February 23, 1

O

9 am-3 pm

Taggart
Student

GRADFAIR 1000

Center

is brought to
you by the Utah
State University
Bookstore and
these sponsors:

·sunburst
Lounge

•
•
•
•

ArtCarved Rings
CB Announcements
ChurchHil l Frames
CSI Gold Medallion
Gifts
• Franklin Covey

Register
for
Prizes

USUDepartments:

Order your graduation announcements
from CBAnnouncements, purchase a class ring
from ArtCarved Rings,select a frame from
ChurchHillFrames,make an appointment for
your graduation photo, and choose a giftfrom
the USU Bookstore.

• Alumn i Relations
• Career Services
• Photo Services
• Scholarships &
Financial Aid
• Aerospace Studies

Exhibits

A HobbsMackleyPoltraltsays It All.

~~
89 Eas1 1400 North

-

Logan,

L:lah - 7:.'.1.C)08:i

.r

packed with graduation
information and products, includingUSU
campus departments providingservices for the
continuing graduate.

lt1hlt1te
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
www.bookstore.usu.edu
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'The Beach' offers nothing more
than a drugged-out fantasy land
ANDY MORGAN

Staff Writer

Movie
Review

Announcing
JB'
sB~Blue
Speciak

THE BEACH/

Grade:D

Last time we saw Leonardo
DiCaprio. he was sinking with
the Titanic into a freezing
black abyss. and Kate Winslet
was watching him descend,
rasping "I'll never let go Jack ...
I'll never let go."Just thinking
of that beautiful scene, especially with Celine Dion's "My
Heart Will Go on· playing in
the background, causes me to
tear up and weep like an oversensitive male for two hours.
What makes me want to
cry worse is Leo's new film,

r------------,
: Betfree
goup
and
ga~d
bar
with
the!
purchage
ofalunch
or&nner
item!1
I
I
Wefeel
your
hunger
1

Not valid with other offers. Must have coupon. Must present
USU s:tudent ID. Valid at Logan JB's only. £xpira: 4-7-99 ._J

L

SUN-THU 6-10
FRI-SAT
6-12·
46I
N. MAIN
752-64/,/

,

--------

Ex_pires

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

Dope Years.
The Beach could truthfully

MON-FRI· 6AM-11AM

For a quick. delici ous jump-start on \jOur da\j , order our
All-you-can -eat Breakfast Bar. Enjoy a variety of items like:

5/50/00

__J

Although DiCaprio parades
tanned and shirtless through a
good portion of the film, I do
not subscribe to Tiger Beat or
think the former Jack Dawson
is a real hunk. He is a talented
actor, and I'll leave it at that.
It's just sad that a quality performer like DiCaprio has to be
caught up in a film that seems
like a drugged-out tourism
video for Thailand. Either that
or Lord of the FliesII: The

·---......--~

WE~I<DAYBREAKFASTBAR

$,?99
J

The Beach.

egg$', pan cake,;, Frie11ch to a st, b a co r.. s:ausa g'! ar,d mu r:-h m, ,re.

._ ________________________________

be considered an anthem for
Generation X. Beginning and
ending in Thailand's famed
Khao San Road, the movie
depicts the current herd of
twenty-something
men and
women
as selfish drifters
who
find responsibility and direc-

Leonardo DiCaprio plays Richardin "The Beach," a film in which
GenerationX and a group of hippiesclashon a secluded beachin Thailand.

tion repugnant. Basically the
kinds of kids that make grandparents want to puke.
DiCaprio is Richard, an
American traveler who is craving to crawl behind the boring, everyday tourist attractions in Thailand. Throughout
the film we hear Richard (he
acts as narrator) offer his musings on the human race, condemning normalcy and the
status quo. Richard's dream
comes true when a burned
out drifter named Daffy
(Robert Carlyle) gives him a
map to a secluded island.
Trying to talk himself out
of going to the island, Richard
stumbles upon a French couple, Francoise (Virginie

Ledoyen) and Etienne
(Guillaume Canet) who seem
to be trying to ·Jose themselves."as well. Bewitched by
Francoise's beauty. Richard
invites the couple to join him
on his journey towards
Nirvana.
The three travelers follow
the map and swim through
shark-infested waters. but
eventually make their way to
the secret island. Thinking the
tropical paradise will be
deserted and theirs for the
taking, the threesome is grossly surprised when they find a
community of hippies living at
"the beach."
Led by Sal (Tilda Swinton)
and her brute companion,
Bugs (Arentz Hansen). tHe
group seems irritated that
Richard and his friends have
found their hideaway.
Nevertheless, they invite the
group to join their community
and partake of the good life.
Unfortunately, the group of
pot smoking beach bums start
to agitate a band of marijuana
growers that have residence
on the other side of the
island. The film suddenly
turns cuckoo, slipping the
characters into a demented
roller coaster ride that meshes
Lord of the Flieswith MTV
and the Backstreet Boys.
In the finale, the movie
never really accomplishes anything substantial. The audience gets the feeling the filmmakers want to be preachy.
but they never quite make the
transition . A lack of directorial
dictatorship is evident in
Danny Boyle's (Trainspotting)
helming of this big-budget.
star-powered yawner.
The characters are shallow
with weak dialogue. and hard ly a step is taken to discover
who they are and why they
have removed themsel~es
from society.
Essentially. the characters
are superficial, being painted
into an artificial landscape
that. like the chara cters, offers
no depth beyond initial beau ty.
Don't even wait for the dollar movie. This one is no good.
Instead rent Titanic.Again.

,,------ --------
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797-1761
sports@statesman.usu.edu

Murder?
Rape?
What's
happened

to sports?
11-IEHOB.SON
Hur/OiseyHobson

The unthinkable has happened
the
unimaginable
even - and I'm
not
afraid
to
admit it.
I was stumped
this week. I simply could not think of a good subject
to write about. Charles Barkley isn't
in the headlines, the NFL season is
over and baseball is still just a little
too far off.
Oh there's things in the news
alright. There's plenty of news out
there . You've got athletes hiring hit
men to knock off thier pregnant girlfriends, beating up their wives, murdering peorle as part of their postSuper Bow festivities and assaulting
airline personnel.
I mean, the c-r-a-p today's athletes
are involved in is flat out unbelievable, and who wants to write about
it? I chose sports writing because it's
different. Well, it's supposed to be
different anyway. The sports section
is supposed to report man's accomplishments, not his downfalls. But it
seems that even the beloved sports
section isn't immune from this
garbage anymore. Sex, drugs and
money scandals used to be things
reserved for politics - now they're
the staples of what we call the NBA.
And like I said before, no one
wants to write about this garbage. It's
depressing. Furthermore, no one
wants to read about it. Who likes
waking up in the morning and sitting
down to a cup of coffee and a plate
of hash browns and reading their
team's best player choked his coach
or hacked up his ex-wife and her
new boyfriend?
I don't think anyone wants to hear
about it - and maybe that's why so
many people are ready to hang John
Rocker. The whole Rocker saga is
easier for people to digest; they follow it because it's clean and simple.
He didn't kill anyone, he didn't rape
any beauty contestants. There was
no carnage involved. Yet sports fans
across the world are ready to slit his
throat for what he said, not what he
did mind you, bt,1twhat he said.
And as sad and sick as Rocker's
remarks regarding minorities and
New Yorkers were, it really isn't
much compared to the carnage other
athletes are leaving behind. Yet it's
· Rocker that's on everyone's hit list,
while the true tragedies - the bloodshed, the beaten women and the
drug offenses - slip past our eyes.
We turn our heads and cover our
ears, perhaps because we can't bear
the thought of what sports has
become.
We have entered an age when the
world mocks athletes with standards
like A.C. Green and praises crossdressing freaks like Dennis Rodman.
Speaking of Rodman, someone
proposed his return to the NBA as a
column idea, especially since he was
ejected in just his second game back.
The only problem is it's not news.
News by definition is that which is
out of the ordinary, and Rodman getting tossed from a game is not out of
the ordinary. He thinks it's his job
description. Headlines that report his
ejection are like headlines which
report the sun still rises every day.
News is when the sun doesn't rise,
Rodman plays an entire game without a technical foul and President
Clinton stays loyal to his wife (note I
did not say loving wife).
Which brings us full circle. I guess
it's not that I couldn't think of anything to write about today, but that I
didn't want the painful assignment of
reporting the sad affairs of sports
today. Who would? Who likes to be
the bearer of bad news?
Not I. This isn't what sports is supposed to be about.
But then again, maybe that's why
today's athletes are yearning to make
the cross into politics.

CaseyHobson,a junior from Boise,
Idaho,is the sportseditorfor the
Statesman. He is extremelyexcited
spring trainingis starting and is
probablyin Sun Valleyskiing as you
readthis. E-mail him at
hobsonhut@hotmail.com
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USU looking to end skid against rival Weber State
Aggies know three-game losing streak needs to end
before RMCHA playoffs begin at the end of the month
REUBENWADSWORTH

Sports Writer

Even after a three-game losing skid. Utah
State University players are confident the club
will rise to the occasion this weekend and play
well against rival Weber State University.
The two teams will clash on Friday at the
Ogden Ice Sheet at 8:30 p.m. USU will then play
the Provo Icecats (Brigham Young University)
Saturday night at the Sheet at the same time.
USU goaltender Eric Moldenhauer said the
team started off the year with three goals: Be No.
1 in the RMCHA. reach the final four in the
national playoffs and beat Weber.
If the Aggies defeat the Wildcats on Saturday,
they will have realized two of those goals: the top
spot in the RMCHA and an undefeated record
against their closest rival. If they lose, their season record against Weber would become 0-1-1
and they might not receive the top ranking in
the RMCHA. Moldenhauer said.
As it stands now, with a loss tl)ey would still
retain the No. 2 ranking in the American
Collegiate Hockey Association's Western Division.
Weber is No. 3 in the Western division .
Since 1996, USU is 6-9-2 against Weber. The
Aggies defeated the Wildcats 8-4 and 5-2 last
November and tied them 9-9 in the first game of
the season. USU was winless against Weber a
season ago.
Moldenhauer, who will start the game against
the Wildcats, said his team should be fired up to
play their RMCHA rivals.
"Everyone gets up for Weber." he said. ·we
want to beat them every time."

·we will be prepared." said USU assistant captain Alan Babicky. ·we just want to win more. It's
been four games since we·ve won."
Babicky said the team must pull together and
he's confident they can.
Monday was one of the best practices of the
year for Utah State, he said. Assistant coach Greg
Gutterman returned to the team full time, which
will be a good moral support and pick up for the
Aggies. Babicky said Gutterman is a good motivational speaker.
"Gutterman will whip our butts into shape,"
said Moldenhauer.
According to Babicky and Moldenhauer, the
Wildcats will be a tougher team now then when
the Aggies faced them in Noyember. Babicky said
the Wildcats have acquired a new goaltender, forward and defenseman and have defeated
Colorado State University (the team who beat
USU two nights in a row just two weeks ago)
twice this season at the Ogden Ice Sheet.
Babicky said the Wildcats benefited from a
"reality check" when they were defeated by the
sub-par Palmer University team in California a
few weeks ago and ever since have been on the
upswing.
Babicky said he thinks the two teams are well
matched and expects a close battle. He hopes it
will be a defensive, hard-hitting contest because
he said running up the score leads to more
penalties. The loser will come down to who
makes the most mistakes, he said.
•If we play ahead in the first (period), we'll
beat them." Moldenhauer said.
Moldenhauer said he thinks the first period
will be tight. but his team should start rolling

USU'sBen Bombard slams his opponentinto the glass
during a victory at the lee Sheet earlierthis season.

after that point. Players on the USU squad are
realizing their potentia l right now, Moldenhauer
said. USU has confidence knowing Life
University, the Division 1-AA national champion
and current No. 1 team in the ACHA's Eastern
division, lost to CSU recently .
Moldenhauer said the team is getting excited
for the playoffs. USU's first playoff game will be
next Wednesday against either the University of
Utah or Provo at 4:45 p.m. at the Ogden Ice
Sheet. Moldenhauer said.

Aggies' winning streak at I I
USU runs conference-best record to 11-0 with 62-53 win over Nevada
AARONMORTON

Assi~tantSports Editor

It was real ugly, but Utah State
University held on to fend off a fiesty
University of Nevada, Reno. team, 6253 at Lawlor Events Center Thursday
night.
"Whatever it takes: junior Shawn
Daniels said. "We've been grinding
them out all year."
Reserve Dion Bailey bailed out a
stagnant USU attack that struggled
with their set offense - especially
outside
shooting.
·we had
a hard time
getting some
shots down."
head coach
Stew Morrill
Game MVP:
said. "You
Dion Baileyscored10
have to give
pointsto lift the strugthese kids
glingUSUoffense.
some credit
on finding a
Key Stat:
way to win."
USUhit 15 of theirlast
With the
free throwsand 16 of
Aggies (20-15 18for thegame.
overall, 11-0
Big West
Turning point:
Conference)
Bailey
hit Daniels
down three
down lowfor an inside
points halfshot thatsparkedan
way through
Aggie
run thatearned
the second
USUthe leadback.
half. Bailey
assisted
Shawn
Daniels inside and then scored eight
of his 10 points. USU went on a 16-4
run, taking a 52-43 lead.
"Dion is giving us some real good
looks at the basket." Daniels said.
Utah State, the worst free throw
shooting team in the BWC. then
USU'sDimitriJorssen(14)finishes off a fast breakwith a one-handedslam dunk against
made its last 15 free throws to hold
Nevadaon Feb. 10 in the Spectrum. USU beatNevada in NevadaonThursday night, 62-53.
off the Wolfpack.
·we tend to make them when the
of the Eastern Division at 3-8 (5-16
Early on, the play was choppier
game is on the line: Morrill said.
overall) came back to lead by three in and faster-paced than the Aggies
The Aggies have now tied a school- the second half .
were used to, but USU came out with
record six-straight wins on the road
Filling in for the foul-prone
the 10-6 lead about four minutes into
and extended the second longest win
Dimitri Jorssen, Brennan Ray had a
the first half. Tony Brown and Troy
streak in the nation to 11.
strong game, scoring a season high
Rolle each hit a three in that stretch,
After leading by as much as 12,
six points and hauling in six
Nevada, which sits in the basement
rebounds.
Jumpto STR£AK.
Page..JL

usu

62
NEVADA53

Defense
the
constant1n
USU's
success
WADEDENNISTON

Senior Sports Writer

Several things have
helped lead the Utah State
University men's basketball
team to an 11-0 Big West
Conference record (20-5
overall), but when head
coach Stew Morrill was
asked at Tuesday's Big Blue
Luncheon what he felt was
key to the success. one
thing stood out in his mind.
·1 think our constant has
been our defense," Morrill
said . "We're leading the
league in fewest points
(60.1).and we're leading the
league in field goal percentage 'D' (38.9)."
And defense was a big
reason Utah State was able
to notch its 11th straight
victory (second longest in
the nation). sixth straight
on the road (tied school
record), Thursday night at
the University of Nevada.
62-53.
The Aggies were able to
hold the Wolf Pack to just
35.5 percent shooting in
the game (16-for-45), and
only 23 percent in the second half on 5-for-21 shooting.
And if that's not enough.
USU was able to hold
Nevada's leading scorer
(15.0 ppg). freshman
Terrance Green. to a mere
seven points (l-for-2 from
the field, 4-for-4 from the
charity stripe), all in the
second half.
But wait. There's more.
In the two teams ' first
meeting at the Spectrum
on Feb. 10. a 69-54 Aggie
victory, the Big West's leading rebounder at 8.9 per

Jumpta DEJtNSE.
PageB

Aggies1N
AcT10N
Thursday
Basketball
Utah State
Nevada

at The Ice Sheet
in Ogden
62
53

Friday
Hockey
Utah State at
Weber State, 8:30 p.m.

Gymnastics
Four -way tournament:
Utah State, Southern
Utah, Denver and UC
Santa Barbara,
7p.m. in the Spectrum

Saturday
Basketball
Utah State vs Pacific,
7 p.m. in the Spectrum
Hockey
Utah State vs BYU
8:30 p.m. at The Ice
Sheet in Ogden

Checkthe Statesman
everyMonday, Wednesday
and Fridayfor completeand
in-depthlooksat all Aggie
sportingevents.Find us on
the Webat
www.statesman.usu.edu
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STREAK
Continuedfrom Page7
but that would be it as the Aggies shot
15 percent from 3-point land.
Utah State scored a number of points
on offensive rebounds and fast breaks.
many of which resulted from USU's 10
steals.
Later in the first half, USU went on a
12-4 run to open up a 12-point lead, 2715. Rock scored three layups off steals in
that stretch. Rock had four steals on the
night.
But Nevada scratched back into the

game, holding the visitors to two buckets in the last five minutes while going
on a 10-4 run. Little-used Danny
Guerinoni led the charge. scoring eight
straight points on two 3-pointers and a
layup. He helped cut the Utah State
lead to just six at halftime. 31-25.
Guerinoni, who averages 2.2 points a
game, scored a career-high 14 points also a team-high.
The Aggies, who have already been
guaranteed a spot in the BWC
Tournament, will try to extend their
streak to 12 as they come back to the
Spectrum to take on the University of
the Pacific.

BAsKETBAU.
SUMMARY
usu

Min FG

Daniels
Brown
Jorssen
Rock
Rolle
Stewart
Thomas

34 7/11 1/2 13 I 15
34 4/6 4/4
I
2 12
15 1/6 1/2 2 0
3
24 2/8 2/2 3 0
7
24 3/8 2/2 2 I
9
60/00/0100
70/00/000
0
24 2/4 2/2 6 0
6
16 3/4 4/-4 2 2 I 0
16 0/4 0/0 2 3
0
20022/SI 16/18 38 9 62

Ray
Bailey

Bobb
TOTALS

Nevada
Min
Green
35
McCullough 36
Santos
13
Stirgus
32
Ochs
40

Continuedfrom Page7
game, Wolf Pack junior forward Richard
Stirgus, grabbed a game-high 17 boards
while scoring six points.
Not this time.
The 6-foot-6 Stirgus was only able to
pull down five rebounds, grabbing his
first with about a minute left in the first
half.
"Troy (Rolle).Tony (Brown) and Dion
(Bailey),and the guards. did a real good

job finding him. putting a body on him."
USU junior forward Shawn Daniels told
KVNU Radio. "In the zone, we found
him a lot and put a body on him. He
wasn't able to get to the boards and be
effective."
However, Daniels, who is second in
the conference in rebounding. was effective in going to the glass as he grabbed
a game-high 13 boards while posting
four blocks.
As a team, USU was able to outrebound Nevada. 38-25. as well as force
the Wolf Pack into 18 turnovers.

FT Reb A TP

FG FT Reb. A TP
1/2 4/4 3 3
7
3/12 4/4 5 4 I 0
2/2 0/3 0
I
4
2/5 1/2 5 0
5
2/8 6/8 8
I
10
0/1 0/0 0 0
0
5/11 I/2
I O 14
0/1 0/0 O O O
1/3 0/0 2 0
3

6

ZapaQ

DEFENSE
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Guerinoni 24
Bayless
3
Criddle
11
TOTALS 200 1614516/23 25

9

53

lpt FG: USU 2/13 (Rolle 1/6,Brown t/3).
Nevada5116(Guerinoni3/8. McCullough

014).
Steals: USU IO(Rock4, Bobb 2). Nevada

.,,:

IO (McCullough3, Ochs 3).
Blocks: USU4 (Daniels4). Nevada3 (three
with one)
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USU'sTony Browngoes up for a re-ueroe
layup on Feb. 10 in the SpectrumaRainst
Nevada.Brown had 20 point~in that game and ~corednine on Thursday in Nevada.

Lewissayshe'sinnocentof murdercharges
OWINGS MILLS,Md. (AP)
- It took Ray Lewis only 1
minute and 40 seconds to tell
the world he's innocent.
Speaking softly to a roomful
of reporters, the Baltimore
Ravens star linebacker made
his first statement since being
charged with the stabbing
deaths of two men outside an
Atlanta nightclub after the
Super Bowl.
"You've heard many times
before from my attorneys and
a from a lot of other people,
but now you get to hear it
from me: I am innocent," Lewis
said Thursday. 'Tm looking forward to the day all the facts
come out. everything is out
front and my name is cleared."
Lewis also had a message
for those who were close to
Richard Lollar, 24, and Jacinth
Baker, 21 - the two men killed
in the Jan 31 stabbings.
"I am sorry about the
tragedy that occurred in ,
Atlanta. I mean, my sympathy
goes out to the families, the
friends of hoth of the men that

died. I know their hearts are
broken," he said.
As he spoke. Lewis was surrounded by team management. including owner Art
Modell and head coach Brian
Billick.
Lewis thanked God, his
family, teammates and fans "everybody who was there with
me. I feel so sorry for them
because it has been very hard
for them."
Under a gag order in a murder case. Lewis couldn't say
much more. And right after he
said it, he left the Ravens complex, got into a car and went
home for the first time since
he headed for Atlanta in a
rented limousine to watch the
Super Bowl.
Lewis was released Tuesday
on $1 million bail from an
Atlanta jail where he had been
since he was charged. He flew
home Thursday and came
directly to the Ravens' training
facility.
Lewis, 24, and two companions. Joseph Sweeting, 34, of

20·

Miami, and Reginald Oakley,
31, of Baltimore. were indicted
Feb. 11 on murder charges.
Lewis' lawyers say he tried
to stop the fight and that he
was at least 60 feet away when
Lollar and Baker were stabbed.
Police say Lewis drove away in
a limousine and later lied
when they tried to determine
who was in his entourage.
Not even waiting for Billick
to speak, Lewis immediately
left the building and went to
his home a few miles away.
Billick said Lewis' status
with the team is unchanged.
"Ray Lewis is a member of
this organization . He's a member.of this football team and
will be afforded all the rights
we give members of this football team," Billick said.
Billickalso stressed that any
moves the team makes to sign
or draft a linebacker should
not be interpreted as being
related to Lewis' legal problems. To conclude that "would
not only be wrong, but it would
be inappropriate." Billicksaid.
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USU
GYMNASTICS

Aggies hosting 4-way
tourney this weekend
LYNNETTE
HOFFMAN

Sports Writer

Aggie fans who missed
Utah State University's display of nearly flawless gymnastics Friday night in the
Spectrum have another
chance to show their support
tonight.
Last Friday the Aggies
edged past No. 14 Brigham
Young University by onetenth of a point in a high
scoring meet where neither
team had to count a single
fall.
Tonight the Aggies will
face three opponents in tournament-style competition :
No. 11 University of Denver,
Southern Utah University
and the University of
California at Santa Barbara.
Denver has already beaten
BYU this year and is on track
to qualify for nationals. Last
year they were defeated by
the Aggies at the regional
meet.
Utah State beat Southern
Utah on the road Monday,
but USU head coach Ray
Corn said he was impressed
with the Thunderbirds' gymnastics.
"They are a very, ver'y
good team. If they stay on
the equipment they will challenge this field." he said .
Santa Barbara's record is
0-8.
. This meet, along with two
upcoming four-way meets,
will provide a chance for the
team to get accustomed to
what they will experience at
regionals. Corn said.
"The format is extremely
tough." he said.
Corn said he anticipates a
fast paced meet. With all four
teams competing simultane-

AUTOMOTIVE
WINDOW
TINTING

-~ot\a
Logan
752-2250
Expires Feb. 29, 2000. Based on complete
window tinting. Not valid with other
offers. One coupon per person.

..

USU'sChristyDensonvaults in USU's lo~sto Utah on Feb.7 in Logan.

ously it's important to stay
focused and not get caught
up in what the other teams
are doing, he said.
"If our team comes out on
the floor with a relaxed attitude and no fears of failure,
(we) will challenge the top 10
teams." Corn said.
Corn credited USU's fans
with helping the team narrowly defeat BYU.
"If they want to help USU

win again, they have another
chance this Friday." he said.
The meet begins at 7 p.m.

IfYOUgQ
SATURDAY

7p.m.
in the Spectrum,free with
studentID card.

A.

The satisfaction of working at Micron Technology,Inc. goes beyondthe expected.It comesfrom technological breakthroughsand the interaction
with talented professionals.Everyteam membercontribution affects the end result.

MEET A MICRON RECRUITER!
Micronrecruiters
will be onyourcampus
Wednesday,
March1 throughFriday,March3

DON7WAff!
Submityour resumetoday to CareerServicesto be consideredfor our
on-campusinterviews for full-time and internship career opportunities.
Pleasecontact CareerServicesto submityour resume.

Yourareas of opportunity:

COMPUTER
SCIENCE
COMPUTER
ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

l"IIC:Rl;~t~·
Building The Future DallyEOE/AA

DRAM,SRAM& FLASHMEMORY
MEMORYUPGRADES

BUSINESS
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
PRODUCTION
OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT
Ourareasof expertise:

GRAPHICS
ACCELERATORS

· Micron offers highly competitive compensationand benefits, including medical/dental/visioncoverage,
profit sharing,stock purchase,and 401(k).Promotinghealththrough physical fitness, Micron has an 8,000squarefoot fitness center
located at our Boise site, as well as a healthcare facility availableon-site.
Visit Micron on the Web at www.micron.com
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Spring training 1n full swing
(AP)- Allacross Arizona and Florida,
teams started breaking out bats and balls
Thursday. Fifteen weeks and one day
after the final out of the World Series.
spring training began.
"We should be optimistic."Seattle
Mariners manager Lou Piniella said in
Peoria,Ariz., echoing the thoughts of his
29 colleagues.
Opening day is six weeks away,and all
teams are 0-0 - even the New York
Yankees,coming off their third World
Series title in four years.
'This is as good as I've felt, to be honest with you," manager Joe Torre, who
had prostate cancer surgery during camp
last year, said in Tampa, Fla. "I never felt
bad going into spring training last year,
but I feel better this year."
The New YorkMets and Chicago
Cubs were given permission to open
their camps fivedays early because they
start the season five days ahead of everyone else - opening on March 29 with a
two-game series in the Tokyo Dome.
For the hapless Cubs, without a World
Series title since 1945,there was an extra
reason to be optimistic Thursday: Kerry
Wood, more relaxed than his first time
out this spring, threw 32 pitches during a
six-minute workout from the mound in
his comeback from reconstructive elbow
surgery.
Wood, the 1998 NL Rookieof the

Year,won't throw breaking pitches until
next month. On Thursday, he estimated
the velocityof his best fastballs in the
low 90s.
"The biggest thing was that I was pain
free and I let a few go and I had more
velocityon it than I had Monday.I felt
great,"Wood said in Mesa, Ariz. "I
haven't had a radar reading since the
1998 season. so it's been too long for me
to be able to tell how hard I'm throwing.
But you know, if I had to guess, I'd say 92
or 91 somewhere."
Even teams coming off bad stretches
were feeling good.
While the Detroit Tigers finished 27•
games behind the Cleveland Indians in
1999,new manager Phil Garner doesn't
care about last year.
"We're going to beat Cleveland,"
Garner said Thursday in Lakeland, Fla.
"They're vulnerable. I used to look at
them and say. 'How does anybody beat
them?' But we're better, and they're vulnerable."
Last year. the eight postseason teams
all were among baseball's eight biggest
spenders, but Cincinnati and Oakland
showed the little guys have a chance by
staying in races until late September.
The Redsare in the spotlight this
spring followingtheir acquisition of Ken
GriffeyJr. from Seattle last week.
"Now that we have Junior, I think

expectations are going to skyrocket,"
pitcher Steve Parris said in Sarasota, Fla.
"I think as long as we keep the same
level head everybodyhad last year and
do our jobs, I don't see any reason why
we can't do the same thing again."
The Los AngelesDodgers will be in
the spotlight, too, after finishing 77-85,
third in the NL West.
A year ago at this time, the Dodgers
were talking big They had signed righthanded ace Kevin Brownto a record
$105 million,seven-year contract and
expected to finish first.
"The team's just real eager, I can tell
that" Dodgers reliever Dan Naulty, who
appeared in 33 games for the Yankees
last season, said in Vero Beach, Fla.
In Jupiter, Fla.,the St. Louis Cardinals
were awaiting Monday's arrival of Mark
McGwire,who had 65 home runs last
season after hitting a record 70 in 1998.
"I predict we stink,"Cardinals manager Tony La Russa said, "because everything I say,the opposite happens."
Despite an overhauled pitching staff,
a new leadoff hitter (Fernando Vina) and
the return of a formidable infield, La
Russa knows it won't be easy to win tHe
NL Central.
"Youhave to respect the team which
has won it the past three years,"he said.
"Houston has made this a tough division,
and last year Cincinnati got 96 wins."
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Markean Neal (left) Aimee Johnson (middle) and Christina Conrad
(right) sharea laughwhile standing in the parkinglot outside LeRaeand

La GrandJohnsonFieldto protectcarsand shagfoul ballson Feb. 2.
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Landry remembered for class and success
DALLAS(AP)- A gray
fedora rested on the altar. An
open Biblesat inches away.A
portrait of a serious-looking
Tom Landry stared at pews
filled with Pro Football Hall of
Famers and Super Bowl
champions.
Those simple images of
class,faith and success reflected the words spoken
Thursday during a memorial
service in honor of the former Dallas Cowboyscoach.
"Tom Landry was everything the world believed him
to be,"said his son, Tom
Landry Jr. "He was a man of
virtue, of high moral character, a man whose talents and
hard work propelled him to
the top of his profession.
"Tom Landry never
strayed from his ideals. He
remains a consistent, shining
example to all of us."
Landry's 29 years with the
Cowboyswere only a backdrop for many of the stories
told during an hourlong
church service for relatives
and friends. The focus instead
was his faith and staunch
principles.
"He was our rock, our
hope, our inspiration. He was
our coach,"Staubach said.
"Probablythere were some
players that didn't love-him,
but they all respected him.
He was committed to us, and
you don't find that type of
commitment in life very
often."
The mood was much
lighter during a second service,a two-hour public cere-

mony at a downtown symLeague,and had a lineup that
phony center. A dozen former included Derrick Thomas and
players and colleaguesshared Walter Payton.
their Landry memories, often
Former New YorkGiants
through humorous anecdotes. star linebacker Sam Huff
Tommy Loy opened it with touched on a similar theme
a trumpet solo of the nationafter recalling the days when
al anthem, as he did so many Landry was the team's defenof Landry's home games. The sive assistant coach and Vince
service closed with dozens of
Lombardi was the offensive
former players walking across assistant. The two later
the stage and placing yellow
became "Ice Bowl"adverroses into a vase as a choir
saries.
sang "Amazing
"This is the
Grace."
vision I have:
TOM I.ANDRY Vince Lombardi
No Cowboys
symbols were dis- • DallasCowboys
sitting in one
played at either
hand
of God's
coachfrom organizaceremony.The
and
Tom
Landry
tion'sfirstyear in 1960
closest was a photo to 1989
in the other,"
of Landry inside
Huff said.
~ LedCowboysto 20
Texas Stadium at
straightwinningseasons About 1,(XX)
one end of the
people attended
• Cowboyswon 13
public service's
the service at
divisiontitles,wentto
stage. At the other
the SuperBowl13 times Highland Park
end was a blownand won twochampi- United
up photo of
onshipswithLandryat Methodist
Landry wearing
Church, includhelm.
his trademark hat
ing
the five
• Diedat 15 afterbatand his arms
Cowboys
players
tlingLeukemiasince
crossed. It's similar
in
the
Pro
May.
to the picture on
Football Hall of
the cover of his
Fame: Staubach;
1990 autobiography.
Lilly,White, Tony Dorsett and
Speakers were asked to
Mel Renfro. Other former
keep to a three-minute limit.
Cowboysand New York
Hardly any did.
Giants players and coaches
Boh Lilly,Landry's first
also were there, as was NFL
draft pick, remembered how
commissioner Paul Tagliabue.
he was awed the first time he
Several buses carried them
met the coach. Randy White
and other to the second sersaid one of his fondest memvice,which drew about 1.200
ories was Landry consoling
fans. Thousands more
him after his father's death.
watched on live television.
Drew Pearson suggested
Landry died Saturday at
Landry was putting together
age 75. He had been battling
the GFL,God's Football
leukemia since May.

All state buildings were
asked to lower the Texas flag
to half-staff in Landry's honor
Thursday as the two memorial serviceswere held in Dallas
and another in Mission.the
South Texas town where
Landry was born and raised.
Landry coached the
Cowboysfrom their birth in
1960 until February 1989. He
guided the club to 20 straight
winning seasons, 13 division
titles, five Super Bowlappearances and two championships.
Although the glitzy
Cowboysbecame "America's
Team,"Landry remained the
quiet guy in the fedora hat
and business suit. His blank
expressions belied a competitive personality and caring
heart.
"Tom,you were certainly
an enigma to all of us,"said
former running back Don
Perkins,a member of the
team's Ring of Honor. "We
loved you and you scared the
hell out of us simultaneously."
Staubach stopped to choke
back emotions several times
during his eulogy at the
church, but he also drew
laughs when talking about
the coach's meticulous and
ever-changinggame plans.
At the Super Bowlin
January 1972,Staubach was
in Landry's hotel room every
night leading up to the game.
Their cram sessions paid off
as Dallas beat Miami to make
Landry and the Cowboys
champions for the first time.
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Voicesand Views

St~iesman

No\M CHOMSKY,
AlJTliOR.,1992:
"Jfwe don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise,we
don 't believe in it at all."

EDITORIN CHIEF

797-1762
Editor@statesman.usu.edu
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Inour

Television

T h
U t a
Legislature
had a chance to see
just how strongly students
feel
about
improving their education
Wednesday.
Hopefu Ily, they were
paying attention - but
not too much attention.
About 700 students
from all nine of Utah's
public colleges and
universities rallied at
the Utah Capitol at
noon to show support
for equitable salaries
for Utah educators. It
was an important message for the legislators
to hear.
But if they were paying too much attention,
they probably would
have come to the conclusion that all Utah
students are begging
for fair pay for their
hard-working teachers
- all but the students
at
Utah
State
University.
The 700-or-so stu-.
dents chanting, holding signs and writing
their
legislators
Wednesday had come
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trivia

91 Percentage
of children
between the
ages of 10 and
17 able to identify Homer,
Bart and
Maggie as characters on "The
Simpsons."

84 Percentage
of parents able
to identify
Homer, Bart
and Maggie as
characterson
"The
Simpsons."

10 Percentage failure of blue
of all characters
on entertainment serieson
ABC, CBS,
NBC and Fox
networks during
the 1998-99 TV
seasonwho were
black.
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the
E DI TOR

jeans day should
be accepted
From my understanding, one of the goals of the Pride
Alliance, and the homosexual community in general, is
to promote understanding and acceptance of their people amongst the non-hom9_~xual public. Here in Utah,
as wel I as throughout the rest of the country, is a large
number of heterosexual people that accept the homosexual lifestyle. On the other hand, there is also a very
large number of heterosexual people who will never
accept homosexual behavior, and that's just the way it is.
However, it is my opinion that progress can be made
towards tolerance and that the gap can be sufficiently
narrowed to allow for friendships to develop and for acts
of tolerance and hate to significantly diminish.
Unfortunately, "Blue Jeans Day" has failed in achieving
these goals, as evidenced by the observed backlash. In
fact, I believe that the opposite effect has occurred,
which I think would be of grave concern to members of
the Pride Alliance.
Though it may have seemed like a good idea in it's
conception, the failure of the experiment should be
accepted.

About

LETTERS

Lengthshouldbe
limitedto 350 words.
All lettersmaybe shortened,editedor rejected
for reasonsofgoodtaste,
redundancyor volume
of similarletters.

RussellAllred

No anonymousletters
will be published.

I li ke hearing people's opinions on things,
but as soon as the hurtful things start
being said then I begin to feel sick to my
stomach. No one, no matter what they
believe, deserves to be insulted or have horrible things
said about them All that results from this kind of debate
is hate, pure and simple.
I realize that I live in a far-from-perfect society, and
that people are not perfect either. Still, what right do I, or
anyone else, have to call other people names or anything
like that? Is it really necessary? Does name-calling , or
mud-shnging make the facts any more true? I venture to
say no.
In no way am I saying that people's opinions are not
important, or that people's voices need to be quieted. In
fact, I believe the opposite. Everyone is entitled to their
ooinion and everyone has the right to have their opinion
heard, but are the hurtful words really necessary?Does
anyone like to hear horrible things said about them and
their beliefs? I highly doubt it. I just ask that people
remember how it feels when someone "attacks" you and
your beliefs with cruel things being said, when you
decided to say something cruel and hurtful about others.

JenniferKeil

Local Aggie fans found
other things to do

Snowmobile society
offers viewpoints on
skiers versus sleds

In talking with alot of community people who used to
go to the Aggie basketball/football games, one of the reasons (among others you have identified) for the continuWritersmust sign all
ing attendence problem is the significant increase in tickletters,with phone
et,
parking,
and concession
prices at the
number(ore-mail
Spectrum/Stadium.
address)andstudent
As Wade Denniston correctly pointed out, a lot of
In writing a response to the editor on the article entinumberclearlystated.
tled "Conflict in the backcountry," my intent is to inform people were as a matter of fact seriously offended by the
Bell-era of seating based on donation level, and then
and establish the correct viewpoint of the snowmobiling
letters representing
were additionally kicked in the pants to find that their
society.
groups- or morethan
We as snowmobilers are not radical fanatics out to free alternative parking for games was blocked off forconeindividual must
destroy
anything we can run over (hitting rocks and trees ing them to pay to park, which has the ultimate effect of
have a singularrepreare expensive). We are a society that has come to love adding the additional parking dollars to the ultimate ticksentativeclearlystated,
the
winter outdoors just as many other groups of people et price.
with all neces.."llry
ID
Later, with the advent of chair-back/donation level
do.
and information.
Yes, it's true that snowmobiles are far better now than seating in the stadium, again many people simply disappeared from the west stands where they used to sit and
they were 10 years ago.
Writersmust wait 21
Yes, it's true we love to highmark as well as sidehill, did not reappear elsewhere in the stadium (except for a
daysbeforesubmitting
bust through big drifts, float in the deep stuff, cut cookies few who return for Utah and/or BYU games). People simsuccessiveletters- no
and get major air jumping off a cornice, as well as play- ply found other things to do than to come on campus to
exceptions.
ing in the trees. That's the sport! To all of us it's a family be mugged and have their pockets picked . .lt left a "bad
taste" in the minds of a large number of former attenand friend activity.
letters canbe hand
Look at the amount of revenue we bring in for the dees.
deliveredor mailedto
Most of these people have been and are Aggie fans,
state and county. From all the gas we buy, to the taxes
The Slnl~mnn in the
and registration we pay to license the machines. Gas sta- but when the product and the way they are treated doesTSC319, or cnn be
tions love us for the fact we buy the expensive stuff to run n 't match the price of admission, they found quickly that
e-mailedat
in our sleds. If you complain and want us to be equal they could listen on the radio and read about it the next
tdito,@
then it's time they start paying taxes to license those skis day in the newspapers. Unfortunately, or fortunately,
6fatesmlm.usu.tdu and poles and paying a fee to ride/ski in another state as they also found that they could actually do without it and
well as park your car in the parking lot and to put up with spend the money saved on something else.
While most of us understand that costs here are nothpeople who dislike the sport you have grown to love.
ing compared to the "big" programs, remember this is
A
few
months
ago,
USU
Snowmobile
Club
was
conSTAFF
tacted by a particular ski club that asked if we would be Cache Valley (home of long lines to get free post-game
£DrrOR-tN-<:HIEf:
willing to groom some trails for the cross country skiing frozen yogurt or fries) and Stephen F. Austin, Sam
JaredSlerz.er people. I have given many rides to skiers who have got- Houston State and North Texas are not what one could
Ni.w.;
EDITOR:
ten too far back in and need help out. Also if one thinks call great rivalries or even interesting intersectional
VickyCampht>I/ pollution is the problem there are a MILLION more lawn games.
ffAlUIES EDITOR:
mowers and automobiles out there than sleds, and they
lhomas S.Johnson,
Justin Berry put out a lot of black stuff.
SPORTSEDITOR:
department head of CommunicativeDisordersand
By the way, if one had a desire to ride a sled they
CaseyHobson would see why it is so addicting. We are not the enemy.
Deaf Education
l'HorO EDITOR:
Happy Trails.
UzMaudsley
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Opinions can be
expressed without name
calling, mud-slinging
One thing can be said about the students at Utah State
University - they sure know how to argue. Over the
past two weeks, the letters to the editor has been filled
with letters about gay, lesbian and straight relationships.
I recall that this same subject came up about a year ago,
and it all started with the idea of wearing blue jeans to
support same-sex marriage.
I don't know about anyone else, but I am sick of hearing about this over and over again. Do not get me wrong,

1

,

)
from as
far as

Southern
Utah
University and Dixie
College. Snow College
had an especially
strong showing.
But from USU, there
were probably only 15
or 20 present. So few,
in fact, that the buses
the Associated Students
of USU had planned to
send were canceled,
and the few supporters
of higher education
hopped into a couple
of cars and headed for
Salt Lake City.
At USU, we are
lucky to have some
wonderfu I professors
- far better than their
salaries would let on.
And if our teachers
were paid fairly, as they
are in other states, we
could see even more
improvement.
USU students have
been accused of apathy before. Now, it
looks like those accusations may be true. It's
our education, it's our
future. Let's show some
support for it.

Qluejeans and
\.the .Wranglers
of meanings

UNDERGRADl.WID/ KevinPeel
Many
people

h a v e
w o n -

ally listening when people
randomly assign significance
to fabric. So if a group REALLY wanted to have fun they
should declare a Sunday
"wear a dress if you support
George
Emert
singing
karaoke in the International
Lounge every weekday at
noon" day, or a female individual could declare that
same Sunday to be "wear a
suit and tie if you support
marriage to me" day.
I say, why not use this
new power to stomp out old
Utah fashion foibles. How
about a "wear socks with
sandals if you support voting
rights for sea cows" day, or a
"wear shorts that are two
inches too short for your
underwear if you support
abortion on demand" day.
Such habits would hopefully
end quickly.
But I guess it's not surprising that clothing would be
such a big issue around here.
The Pride! Alliance couldn't
have thought of a better ploy
to antagonize more USU students at once (that was the
goal, right?), because, ,next to
Big Blue himself, clothes are
the biggest sacred cow on
campus. The fact is (going
opposite to my previous
point and thereby showing
my dexterity in dealing with
HOT BUTTON issues), clothing is loaded with symbolism.
If you wear Airwalks,
Sketchers or Vans, you are
trying to say that ~ou have an
extreme personality - even
if you weep like a baby on
the Wild Mouse at Lagoon. If
you wear army boots and a
Marilyn Manson T-shirt, you
are telling the world you are
sick of it and would rather
die a miserable death under
a shuttle bus than go to
another class with the disgusting worms known as
your classmates. And if you
wear Tommy Hilfiger jeans

de red
a Io u d
( often
w hi I e
violating
my personal space) why a
column like this is in the
opinion section . "Wouldn't it
be better someplace else, like
in a junior high yearbook?"
they ask. To which I reply
that it is often accompanied
by an article about the
weather. But such a response
is no longer keeping the critics at bay, so I will now
address a TIMELY and CONTROVERSIALtopic of the day
to appease those who th irst
for "relevance" and "meaning" in a newspaper (cretins!)
Okay, here goes.
This "wear blue jeans to
support gay marriage" concept is quite interesting, don't
you think? The way people
wear Levi's these days, you
might as well say "wear your
epidermis on Thursday if you
support gay adoption." It
would be interesting (and a
little gross) to see how many
people wou ld try jumping
out of their skin. It would be
just as interesting to see if
ardent supporters would go
naked (and perhaps even
wosser).
What's funny to me is that
many students paid attention
I live in San Diego and I am an alumnus of 1973. I on Monday, and made an
remember seeing the last season in the Field House, and effort to conform to what a
the opener in the Spectrum against Ohio State in a sold small group says blue jeans
meant. Trust me, blue jeans
out brand new state of the art building.
My family and I decided to make the 90-minute drive don't mean squat. Unless
to Long Beach to see a great game last Saturday. I just they're Wranglers, of course,
assumed Long Beach was a I ittle apathetic and needed a which mean "I'm a cowdude
marquee matchup to bring out 4,800 people. I did not or dudette, look at every fold
and dimple on my butt." Or
think we had a similar problem.
I sure would like to see the students get behind this you are wearing Lee jea ns on
team as they are very well coached and fun to watch. your head, which means "I'm
Besidesthere still can't be that much to do in happy val- drunk and you'd best let me
lie here in the gutter, man."
ley on a Saturday night.
This has even greater meanGo Aggies!
ing if they aren't YOUR Lee
jeans.
BillGeorge
Page11
But now people are actu- JumptoW8t\NGlIJl5.

Basketball team deserves
student support
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$300 niillion .set aside fron, settlen,ent
to cover Los Angeles police corruption
LOSANGELES(AP)- Mayor Richard
men wrongly imprisoned police.
Riordan recommended Thursday that Los
Investigatorssay rogue cops planted eviAngelesset aside its share of the national
dence, made up testimony,staged crime
tobacco settlement - up to
scenes and in some cases
$300 million - to cover lawshot unarmed suspects.
Though we have
suits brought by victims of the
Under the national $206
city's police corruption scandal.
billion
tobacco settlement,
no way of
"This is the best use of these
LosAngeles is to get up to
dollars,''Riordan said at a news
knowing the
$300 million over 25 years.
conference. "Though we have
AlsoThursday, a judge
dollaramount, we agreed to throw out the conno way of knowing the dollar
amount, we must expect and
must expect and victions of nine more people
prepare for tens of millions of
whose cases prosecutors say
preparefor tens of were tainted by police misdollars of liability."
The mayor said the move
The dismissalsbring
millions of dollars conduct.
to 40 the number of convicwould safeguard against possible cuts in city servicesor new
tions overturned.
of liability.'
taxes.
"We have dozens of more
cases under review,''District
City officialshave estimated
• RIOIARD
RloRDAN
•
Attorney Gil Garcetti said.
that lawsuitsassociated with
l..osANGElf:S MAYOR
the scandal in the police
As many as 20 officers
department's Rampart Division
have been relieved of duty,
will cost at least $125 million. Lawsuits
fired, suspended or have quit since the
already have been filed on behalf of some
investigation started last fall.Police have

Mention,
This
Ad

refused to say how many officersare still
under suspicion.
Garcetti said he is doubling the number
of prosecutors assigned to the investigation,
with a staff of 19 expected to be on board
within the next two weeks.
Former undercover officer Rafael Perez,
convicted of stealing cocaine from an evidence locker,has detailed the corruption in
his former unit and suggested it went
beyond Rampart.
No charges have been filed against any
officersimplicated in the corruption,
though police have recommended prosecuting three officers and Garcetti has said
he expects his investigationto result in
charges.
Four cities,including Los Angeles,and
all 58 counties in the state will share in the
estimated $25 billion California will receive
over the next 25 years from the nationwide
settlement. The money is intended to
repay states. cities and counties for health
care costs associated with smoking.
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Cyanide
spillleavesmasses
of plants,
animals
dead
BAJAMARE,Romania (AP)
- The European Union's top
environmental official
demanded to know Thursday
how tons of cyanide contaminated two major rivers, killing
masses of plant and fish life in
its path.
The cyanide poured into
streams from a containment
dam at the gold mine in Baia
Mare, passing through
Hungary and Yugoslaviain
the Szamos and Tisza rivers

before returning to Romania
on the Danube.
EU Environment
Commissioner Margot
Wallstroem called the spill a
"major environmental accident, and to the people living
by the rivers, this is a catastrophe."
Speaking in Szolnok,
Hungary, where she inspected
the Tisza, Wallstroem said she
wanted answers as to "what
happened, how bad is the

damage, and what can be
done to rehabilitate the environment."
Wallstroem also called for a
task force to be set up to
assess and control the damage
and prevent future accidents.
Romania is a formal candidate for membership in the
15-nation EU and
Wallstroem's visit was a sign
that the EU will help in times
of crisis if Romania continues
to reform its economy.

However, Romanian
Environment Minister Romica
Tomescu said Thursday that
the disaster came at a particularly bad time because
Romania had just opened official negotiations with the EU
last week. "We must show we
are worthy of the trust invested in us" by the EU. he said.
Also Thursday, Tomescu
acknowledged for the first
time the magnitude of the
pollution.

Affirmative
actionCalifornia
cargoplaneNokia5190
:protest
continuescrashes
killing
three
ORLANDO,Fla.(AP)- With sev,.
RANCHO CORDOVA,C!ilif.(AP)- Moments
eral hundred students arriving to
protest, the Smt~!rsitJ!Ml~"'?;; iefore bisQ~i- cargo plane crashed into an auction
pn;.>blemswith
System's Boaffiibhegent.s
ton~ a , ~rd of j~(Jd rs, the pi!Q~~d
the
balance
of
the
aircraft,
investigators
said Thursday.
Thursday to voteon Gov.Jeb Bush's
Emery Worldwide Flight 17 plunged into the yard
plan to drop affirmative
actionin
Wednesday night, killing its three crew members and
admissions.
,
setting
dozens of cars ablaze.
Under the plan, the university
The pilot described a "center of gravity" problem
system willban consideration of
shortly after leaving Mather Field in suburban
r,aceand gender and instead admit
Sacramento, investigators said. That could mean,
the top 20 percent of every high ·•
among other possible causes, a shift in load, incorrect
school graduating class in the state.
cargo weight or mechanical problems, Preston Hicks of
It is called the Talented 20 program,
the
National Transportation Safety Board said
The regentswere.alsovoting on
Thursday.
whether state universities should
Investigators were trying to locate the plane's flight
take into account such factorsas
data recorder and cockpit voice recorder in the smoksocioeconomic status, whether a
ing wreckage, Hicks said.
students parents went to college,
The plane, carrying a load of transmission fluid.
and the quality of the student's
clothing and a small packet of detonators for auto air
}iighschool
Florida's 10-schooluniversity sys- bags, was at 800 feet when it tried to return for an
emergency landing. It crashed in a fireball about a
tem has about 21Sl,OOO
full-time
mile east of the field shortly before 8 p.m.
students.
.
One witness said the plane hit the ground belly
. The Republican governot has
•
first and was immediately engulfed in flames.
said the proposal - part of his larg•
Those aboard were dead by the time fire crews
er One Florida plan to bar conside;rarrived at the site. said Capt. Dan Haverty of the
ation of race and gender in admisAmerican River Fire Department. Firefighters were
. sions and state contracting - will
hampered by intense flames, which burned for several
increase diversity.Opponentsdishours after the crash. Smoke was visible in the moonputethat,. . ...•.·
..
..
lit night several miles away.
Critics,many ofthemstudents,
"There was no chance of rescue," Haverty said.
began fillingthe meeting roomat
The victims were identified as Capt. Kevin Stables,
•.•the University of CentralFlorida
more tMn twohoursaheadoftime. 43, of Berlin. N.Y.,who had been with Emery for five
years: First Officer George Land, 35, of Placerville.
SyltisGreen, who wasat the
Calif., 3 years: and Second Officer Russell Hicks. 38,
· meeting to·speak againstBush's .Sparks. Nev., l• years.
plan, said beliad a 1.7grade--point
Company spokesman James Allen said the crash
average as a high school student ·
was the first fatal accident in the company's SO-year
· from Chicago's South Side. The 20history.
year-ol<lpsychology ~ajor said he
Nobody on the ground was injured.
has a 4.0 at.the University
of .
Central Florida. ··
The crash at the Insurance Auto Auctions salvage
yar~ set as manr: as 200 cars on fire, many with gas in
UnderBush's education plan, .
their tanks, causmg several explosions.
· Green's low GPAmight have.pre~
Motorist Scott Colyn saw the plane as it
; vented him from goingto the uni~ .
approached the salvage yard "at eye level."
versify and .receiving a minority ·
scholarship. .
_
"It looked like it was skipped like a stone," said
Colyn, who saw the crash while he was driving home.
"If I weren'tgivenan opportunity
"I looked in my rear view mirror and there were
to go to college. I wouldn't have had
flames everywhere, sparks and a big old mushroom
my chanceto soar," said Green, who
-cloud."
is black.
·
·

WRANGLERS
Continuedfrom Page10
and a "Sigma Flinga Woo"
sweater, you are telling the
world you are a pompous
Philistine who happens to support gay marriage.
Ha ha, I'm just kidding
about that last one, so don't
send piles of letters saying I
should leave the country with
that ROTC-bashing girl. Even I
know the pompous Philistines
at "Sigma Flinga Woo" wear
LUCKYjeans .
Every group has its own

uniform. Even the people in
the most "alternative" get-ups
all look the same in the right
environment - like at a Tool
concert, for instance. Years
ago, my friend and I went to
this concert/bloodletting and
~tood out like sore thumbs.
We had. black shirts, shaved
heads and army boots (steeltoed, VERYimportant at a Tool
show), but our hair was dyed
blonde . Everyone e lse had
braided or spiked hair the
color of a traffic accident, or
somebody's upchucked lunch
at the scene of a traffic accident. We felt like Catholic

priests at a Harley Davidson
rally - we were wearing
black, but the collar (or in this
case, the color) gave us away.
Well anyway, I've gotten
way off the subject here,
which was giving voting rights
to sea cows. So I declare the
first sunny day in April "Socks
and Sandals for Sea Cows
Day." And if they want the
right to marry too, heck, why
not?

Kevin Peel is a senior
majoring in English. His column appearsevery Friday in
The Utah Statesman.
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Chechen detainees tortured
MALGOBEK.Russia (AP)
- Chechens trying to leave
their war-ravaged republic
are being tortured in Russian
detention camps and subjected to severe beatings. rapes
and other brutality, refugees
and human rights groups say.
The allegations come on
the heels of other complaints
of human rights abuses in
the Russian offensive in
Chechnya. including reports
of summary executions of
civilians in Grozny, the
Chechen capital.
Russian officials deny the
allegations, but Chechens
who have fled into neighboring republics tell similar, grisly accounts of their detention
in camps that Russia says it
set up to filter out rebels who
are trying to escape disguised
as civilians.
A 21-year-old Chechen.
lying in pain in a bed in
Malgobek in neighboring
North Ossetia, said his ordeal
began Jan. 22 when police
dragged him off a bus of
refugees and took him to a
camp in the Chechen village
of Chemokozovo.
The man, who asked that
he be identified only by his
first name, Ruslan, said he
was forced to run a gantlet of
masked policemen swinging
truncheons. had his clothes
tom off and was forced to

stand naked in a cold storage
James P. Rubin said Thursday
room.
that "Russia has a clear oblig"I asked what they were
ation to investigate the
detaining me for, but they
numerous credible reports of
didn't answer," he said. He
civilian killings and alleged
was released only after his
misconduct by its soldiers
mother paid a bribe to the
promptly."
camp directors,
Sergei
he said.
Yastrzhembsky,
'Thosewho signed who is acting
At least three
such camps are
confessions,or President
operating, accordVladimir Putin's
ing to Peter
said the-tJcould aide for
Bouckaert. a
Chechnya inforresearcher for the identiftJother men mation, on
Human Rights
who werefighters, Thursday reiterWatch group in
ated denials of
the region.
did not come back torture at
"Russia
Chernokozovo.
to the cells.'
appears to have
The allegadeclared any
tions are "the
Chechen male to
No. 1 topic in
• RErucu•
be a suspected
the
information
CIIECtlN't-.
rebel. subject to
war the Western
arbitrary arrest
mass media
and brutal treatment," he
have unleashed," he said on
said.
Russia·s ORT television .
The allegations were
"Routine work like in any
echoed by the World
other detention center is
Organization Against Torture,
going on there."
which issued a statement in
He said that European
Geneva on Thursday saying,
Union observers would be
"We cannot ignore that the
allowed into the camp to see
filtration camps are indeed
the situation for themselves,
concentration camps where
but gave no date of a possible
Russian soldiers are commitvisit The Council of Europe's
ting the worst atrocities, in all human rights commissioner,
impunity, against their prisAlvaro Gil-Robles. is due to
oners."
arrive in Moscow on Feb. 24,
In Washington, State
but his office could give no
Department ~pokesman
details of the trip.
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Ruslan, the refugee. told
of a routine of torment, in
which detainees were often
beaten in a hallway in the
early morning. their cries
awakening others in their
cells.
Ruslan said guards told
him "don't look me in the
eyes, you black face," and
then one hit him in the
spine with a hammer. He
says he has not been able to
stand erect since then.
An investigator accused
him of fighting on the side
of the Islamic rebel groups
that have battled Russian soldiers during the six-month
war and demanded names
and addresses of rebels,
Ruslan said.
'Those who signed confessions. or said they could
identify other men who were
fighters, did not come back
to the cells," according to
another refugee who said he
had also been at
Chernokozovo.
The refugee. Eli, said a
masked policeman once
opened a peephole to the
cell and said, "Who wants a
smoke?"
When a prisoner
approached the hole, the
guard sprayed tear gas into
the cell and those inside
reeled and were racked by
coughs for minutes, Eli said .

> Spaceopensfor commercial
business
LONDON (AP) - The so-called final frontier opened for business Thursday with the signing of a lease allowing a corporation
to put the Russian Mir space station to commercial use .
RKK Energiya . the privatized Russian company that built and
operates the station, signed an agreement granting Amsterdambased MirCorp rights for commercial use for the rest of the space
platform's life.
Ownership of the station remains with the Russian government. and Energiya will still operate it. Energiya is 38 percent
owned by the Russian government and is the majority shareholder in MirCorp.
Describing the agreement as a "milestone in humanity's path
to the stars" that would change the way people think about
space and use it, the leaders of MirCorp said the space station
was operational now - despite needing renovation - and clients
theoretically could hitch a ride on the next flight.
Tourists who are both wealthy and healthy and have the time
to train for the trip could travel to Mir with MirCorp, but that
would not be the focus of the business, the company said.
MirCorp said its main goal was to open Mir to clients such as
drug companies or metals businesses looking to use the microgravity conditions in space to learn how to perfect their products
on Earth.
The platform also could be used as a base for repairing space
satellites and beaming live color images of the Earth to the
Internet.
For those willing to pay to go as tourists, the main impediment is the training required to prepare for life in space,
MirCorp president Jeffrey Manber said.
"Space is something serious. It's not just a walk outside,"
added Yuri Semenov, chairman of MirCorp and general designer
and president of Energiya.
Potential space tourists must be mentally, physically and psychologically fit enough to cope with the experience. "There are
certain rules that cannot be overstepped," he said.
As for the price of a Mir trip, Manber said only that it would
be "whatever the market will bear."

Micros~ft
unveils
..Young
votersholdkeyto > NorthIrelandprogressrestson IRA
•·newWmdows upcoming
Iranianelections
_2000program
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - The electric
blue words scrawled on a white sheet
at a political rally captured the frustrations of Iran's youth: "20 years of
ideological suppression is enough."
As Iran holds parliamentary elections Friday, young people have
emerged as kingmakers, vowing to
vote for those who will provide them
the freedoms denied after the Islamic
revolution .
In 1979, young Iranian grabbed at
the chance to topple the dictatorial
and corrupt regime of the U.S.-backed
shah and join the revolution led by
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. Today,
the sons and daughters of those
Iranian are battling what they say is
another kind of repression.
The hard-liners have "used Islam as
a tool to fortify their power . They
''
think they are messengers of God and
can tell us what to do, what to wear.
We don't like this," said Mehdi, a
chemical engineering student at
Tehran University who refused to give
his last name. Outspoken students
have been jailed in Iran.
Young people complain that 21
years of Islamic rule by Khomeini's
followers and successors failed to bear
the promised fruit: jobs and prosperity. Instead, youth were barred from
mixing freely with the opposite sex,
listening to pop and Western music or
watching foreign television programs.
Women were told to cover themselves
from head to toe and the clergy, in its
role as the interpreter of God's will.

SANFRANCISCO
(AP)~
Microsoft
introduced its new
Windows 2000operating system

Thursday.backedby cheering fans.
celebrities and a giant mock-laptop
computer.
·
Despite the hoopla, the company
.. said it is tr)arketing the software to
businesses and o~rators of SOP,his.s.@t~~etwl!'_e-:
;iot g}.~rners
..:-and Warneff t1fatHomeusersmay
fmd it doesnl work withsome
gamesand other software.
"Today we unveil the future of
computing." said Microsoft
· Chairman BillGates, clasping his
. • hands and smiling to his audience
·· at a conference .staged by the company to introducethe software
upgrade.
,, Windows 2000 is Microsoft's lateffortto maintain its dominance
· in the worldwide software rnarket.
· liowever.despite its name,
Windows 20COis not a successor to
Windows 98, whichruns the vast
majorify of theWorld's
personal
,omputers. Rather it is supposed to
replace the corporate systein
Windows NT 4.0.
, The new qperating system is
designed to run powerful business
PCs called workstations and servers
thatrun computernetworksand
Web sites, lt is considered more stable and reliable than Windows Nf
and has new features that help technology managers run large systems .

est

Western Colorado Angus Association
24th
Annual
Sale

Saturday
March 11 • 1 pm

was deemed above criticism.
More than half of Iran's 62 million
people are under the age of 25. About
20 million of them are in high schools
and universities that have traditionally
been the harbingers of change and the
barometers of public discontent.
"The young people have needs, but
they get nothing. It means they are ·
very angry with everybody," said
Saeed Laylaz. a newspaper columnist
and political analyst.
A frequent target of youth anger is
former President Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani. A former moderate, he has
riled many by leaning toward hard-liners in recent weeks.
At the Tehran University rally
Wednesday where the handwritten
declaration was held aloft, men and
women chanted anti-Rafsanjani slogans, interrupting speeches by proreform candidates.
Iran's economy, a mix of free-market and socialism, has struggled with
high inflation. a bloated public sector
and unemployment. Joblessness is officially around 20 percent. but unofficially believed to be higher than 30
percent.
Iranian' hopes were raised by the
election of reformist President
Mohammad Khatami in May 1997. He
has relaxed many strict rules and
allowed unprecedented press freedom.
But Khatami's hands will remain tied
as long as hard-liners control key institutions like the 290-member parliament. or Majlis.

Over 200 Bulls From Over 50 Breeders, Ml
Select Females BringingAngus MaternalTraits
to Your Herd! Free Delivery within a 300 Mlle
Radius with the Purchase of 5 Bulls or More.....
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Contact Bob Hardman, Sales Manager 970-327-4300 or Bill Rooks 970-434-6537

> Childcommits
suicideoverpoorgrades
NEW YORK (AP) - A 10-year-old boy, apparently upset over
his grades , hanged himself from his bunk bed with a belt, police
said Thursday.
Anthony Richards was found Tuesday night by his mother
after leaving a note apologizing for a bad report card he had
brought home last week.
Police described the family as very stable and loving.
The fifth-grader's mother, Marvell Archibald, said Anthony's
teacher had picked on him because he was short. "Anthony told
me: 'My teacher doesn't like me. Please take me out of her
class,"' Archibald said.
United Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten
defended the teacher, saying the 14-year veteran had a good
relationship with ~nthony. She said the boy was a good student.

SAVE$$$ ONSTEELPLATE
Thickness

4' x 8'

3/16"-$52.98
ea.
1/4" -63.98
3/3" -99.98
1/2" --119.98
ea.

Joe Goggins, Auctioneer
Western Slope Livestock

LONDON (AP) - Confronting a deepening crisis just four
months into his job, Britain's governor for Northern Ireland said
Thursday that he still didn't know whether the Irish Republican
Army would ever disarm - "and that is the problem."
Briefing American journalists in his London office, Northern
Ireland Secretary Peter Mandelson defended his high-stakes
,decision a week ago to strip powers from the province's 2month-old Catholic-Protestant administration and resume direct
British rule.
Mandelson emphasized that if he hadn't made the move, the
four-party coalition's key Protestant party and its leader. David
Trimble. would have withdrawn within hours. That in turn
would have crushed the Cabinet, whose creation was the key
objective of the province's 1998 Good Friday accord.
"David Trimble would have resigned. If he hadn't resigned. he
would have been sacked," Mandelson said.
He added that it was "an elementary fact of life" that without
the Ulster Unionists, the Cabinet w uld be "a one-legged stool
on its way to certain collapse."
·
Mandelson's candid assessment came as Northern Ireland's
r~ller-coaster peace process faced a period of dangerous limbo,
with the Ulster Unionists and the IRA-linked Sinn Fein party
entrenched in mutually hostile positions.
Trimble - who agreed to form the Cabinet alongside Sinn
Fein only with the expectation that the IRA would disarm now insists the outlawed group make a cast-iron promise before
he will share power with Sinn Fein again.

Don't Buy Steel
Until You Get
Our Quote!!!! •

METALMART

753-1541

START EARNING AFTER TWO WEEKS!!!
TWOWEEKS
IN CLASS
THENYOUAREONTHEROAD!

$24,995

mcHsimon

·Plusdelivery& setup

TRUCHlnG
DRIUER
SCHOOL

• 30# RoofLoad• 5 YearWarranty

Quality Wholesale Homes
SINGLES from $16,995
TRIPLES from $44,995

1-888- 720-0060

toll free

"Your Community Home Center'"

1760 s. HiltonDr.

Best Service • Best Price

pORT

AUT

-Auto Repair -

0

Sales • Service • Parts• Rebuilds
Foreign Car Specialists
Fax
Greg Allred Phone_1&246
Laren Allr e d
752
502 w. 1400 N. • Logan, Utah 84321

Serving USU Students Since 1972

N . MAIN
LOCAN

M0N .-SAT 10-6

Call For FREE Stock/Price Listi

OUR PRICE

• Tape& Texture
• 2x6Walls

117

Subject to prior sale.
1200E.100S. LEHI,UT• 800-947--0249• Sold As Is - WillCall Lehi, Ut

1200E. 100S. LEHI,UT•800•94Nl249

• www.simn.com

Call For FREE Stock/Price List

LOGl=IIOMIS
CABINS,
LARGE
"SHEDS",
etc.
SIDING, DECKING,
RAILING

SATTERWHITE LOG HOMES
TOll FREE

1-888-UTAH-MILL

(1-888-882-4645)

Advert.ument

Homeowners with money worries
may qualify for low-interest loans

LOANS: Dln,cl lender loo.ens Its rtquirt• credit? Self-employed? Late house payments?
meots ror homeowners who need money Financial problems? Medical bills? IRS liens?
It dotsn't matttr !
now.
If you arc a homeowner with sufficient eq Have you been turned down for a loan?
Do you need more than $ I0.000 for a11
y rea- uity. there 's an excellent chance you w,U
son? Arc you paying more than 10% inter· qualify for a loan- usually within 24 hours
est on any ocher Joans or credilcards?
If you arc a home ow ner and answered
'yes' to any of these questions, they can tell
you over the phone and without obligatio11 if
you 9u•lify.
High credit card debt ? Less -than -perfect

You can find out over the phone - and free
of charge - if you qua Iify. Stone Castle I lomc
Loans is licensed by the Utah Department of
Commerce . Open 7 days.

Call 1-800-700-1242, ext. 344

•
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Applicationsbeingacceptedfor sur,mer/school
year2000. Closeto campus.privatebdrm. mgr.
at Brooklane,645 East900North#1, 752-4824
.

*MORE
CARlOONS
10llQ(LE
YOU
FIGTIME
!!

Doyou knowwhereyouare livingthis summer?
Camb~
1dgeCourtApartmentoffersheatedpool,
Iacuui and manyotherbenefrts
. For only$390
per person. Call 753-8288or come see us at
590
Canyon
Road
#1
or
www.cambndgecourt
.net

Reality
Checko.
WHAMoNo
OH~~
--LE:i M~GlJE:'S$
...l"U. Bel"

111Ai
OJMM'/
a,€HED
l-4S~ A(i,AIN
~

•· REATBARGA
IN! $395 summer,$1995neKtt
:hool year. Private bedroom• mgr. at Forest
ateWest,460Nolth400East#40, 752-1642.

,usemateWanled: Share2 bdrm home. Hot
b/bigscreenIv.NS,NP.$275/month+ 1/2util~s.Tim753-1987

ALE PRIVATERM. NS, ND, NP. Good locan. Sharedktchn,bth,frontrm, Dep& 1stmos.
11.Util.incl.512-0627

,rried students 1-bedroomfurn. Available
w and summer
/fall: also singIehousing next
:ampusNS.ND.NP752-2466
.

WIV'M-1-0 l· ZS 02000 UFS, Inc.

Stroke
ofMid-Knight
BEN MrNsc -~
'if:''->!
,tr l.ON6LAST,
lll~ ~uu·

I

I\ TR~~
I ,,,, .•.
l

BENJAMIN@CC.USU.EDU

ANl>10

IS O'l~R. MD -..SESOCCU.UtO
IN

Old FarmPrivateFemale Contractfor Spring.
$12,000enlistment
bonusrt you quahfy!For an
Four other roommatesGoodlocation• across
l who would like
inlormatlOn
packetcall 1-800-423-USAF
or VlSII Wantedmotivatedprofessiona
fromshuttlepick-up. Bargainprice• $800. Call
to
www.airtorce.com
.
(208)524-2471• ask forCindyorCheryl.
earn extra income, up front bonusesand
DRIVERS
- MARTEN
TRANSPORT.
LTD. Marten residual
Transport
canpayyou- '1 year• S.29 ·2 years- pay.Call Shea787-9400
.
Storageunrts6X12,and 12X24fencedwAocked
$.30•3years -S.31'4 years- S 32 '5 years-S.33.
Call1·800-786-4135
. www.marten.com
gate, goodrates. J&KStorage753-0653
ZIO!lPonderosaResortIs now h1nngall posi·
,
SNOWCOLLEGESOUTHpos,t,onopening· lions for summeremployment.housekeeping
SnowCollege South will be hiringa full time kitchen,fromdesk, groundsandrecreationposiStudioApartmentfor 1 or 2, $400 include util,nstructor
for theComputer
Technology
program tions available. Pay $185 per week +room,
apply. 535 East400North, 750located at the Central utalh Correct
ional boardandtips, andendof summerbonus. Call ties, restrict10ns
5056.
Facil1ty(CUCF).
Candidates
musthave4 years todayfor an application1-800-293
-5444.
recentfull timeexpenence
,n programming
, networking
, repairtectlnology
, etc., and maintain
secuntyclearanceat CUCF.For a fuI position
Why rent when you can own YorkshireVillage
announcement
call (435)896-9706Application
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes, 1 & 2 car
deadline
: February
22,200U
SUMMER
JOBS
garage, first t,mebuyersprogramavailable Model
WORKFROMHOMEEarn$500-$4.500+
PT.FT
. FEMALE ANDMALECOUNSELORS
NEEDED
home at 1800 North300 West, Logan, or call
u..ingyour PClog ontowww.4free
info.com,,602
4
FORTOP
755·
CJII1·800-242-0363
ext.t 628
CHILDREN$ CAMPIN MAINE
6699. www.yorkshirevillage.com
TOPSALARY,ROOM
,'BOARD/1.AUNDRY,
DRIVERS
... HIRING DRIVERS& teams!Ask CLOTHING
& TRAVELALLOWANCE
about sign-onbonus! CDL 1ra1
ning availablel PROVIDED. MUST LOVECHILDRENAND
Excellent
paylbenelils.
assignedequipment
. conAUDIORESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS
StStent
miles,Jobslability
. Sw1lt Tran
sportation1· HAVESKILLINONEORMOREOFTHE
FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES:ARCH·
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND
888-490-8343
ERY,ARTS& CRAFTS(CERAMICS, STAINED HaveAll Your Cassettes/atracks/LP
's & DArs
, BASKETBALL
,
DigitallyTransferredto CompactDiscs. We
NUCLEAR
POWER
MACHINERY
repairtrainees GLASS.JEWELRY)
, KAYAKING,
DANCE(TAP,
Offer the BEST SOUNDQUALITYAvailablein
Paid trainingprogramE>tce
llent benefitsStrong CANOEING
UtahWrthSonicSo1U1
1ons No Noise & CD PremathskillsandHSdiplomarequiredAges17-24. POINTE, & JAZZ),FIELDHOCKEY,GOLF,
Call1-888-824-6289
GYMNAST
ICS (INSTRUCTORS
& QUALIFIED
Mastenng.PROFESSfONAL
STUDIO
SPOTTERS)
, HORSEBACK
RIDING/ENGLISH
EQUIPMENT
WOLFF
TANNING
BEDS.Tanat home!Buydirect HUNTSEAT, LACROSSE
Cassette/1.P
lo
CD=$25
·
......,c
.:.
, DIGITAL
andsave!Commercial
/ Homeunitsfrom$199.00. PHOTOGRAPHY,
VIDEOGRAPHER
, PIANO
DignalAudioTapeto CD:$30
.
Lowmonthlypayments
. Freecolor catalogCail ACCOMPAN
45-78rpmLP's/Strack/Ree
l to Reel
. ..·
IST, PIONEERING
/CAMPCRAFT,
'oday1-800
-842-1310 (ucan) 80113
ROPES(CHALLENGE
COURSE
, 25
toCD=$35
STATIONS
), SAILINGSOCCER,SOFTBAL
L,
All duplicatecopies$10each.
ForMoreInformat
ion Gall Dave@ 770-2345or
TENNIS,THEATRE,THEATRE
TECHNICIA
NS
Email webmaster@spectradesign
.com (Serving
(SETDESIGN,COSTUMER)
, TRACK& FIELD,
VOLLEYBALL
, WATERSKIING
(SLALOM
,
CacheValleySince1976
$1500weekly potent,almailingourcirculars.
TRICK,BAREFOOT
, JUMPING)
W.S.1/SWIM
Forinfocall203-977·1720
INSTRUCTORS,
WINDSURFING
ANDALSO
Cache Valley Starter
s and Alternators,
OPPORTUNITIES
FORNURSES
, HTML/WEB
Logan's only remanufacturerof starters and
DESIGNANDSECRETARIES
,
alternators
. We have our own tow truck. Call
$6000per month processinggovt. mortgagereCAMPVEGAFORGIRLS!COMESEEUS!
753-1776or stopin at 303 NorthMain, Logan
fundsfrom home No experiencenecessary1www.campvega.com
SSS.649-3435
ext 104
CALL1-800-838
-VEGA
Wewill beon yourcampusFebruary28, 2000
TaggertStuden1Center,Room335
Certified JC Millennium cut diamonds
. 88
INTERV
IEWSANDINFORMAT
ION
BearRiverMental Health Services
, Inc., EOE,a
facets.Call Joel Nelsoncollectin SLC801-278FROM10AM- 4PM
comprehensive
mental health provided located
5230I 1nelson@br.state
.ut.us
NOAPPOINTMENT
NECESSARY
in Logan. UT, is seeking a ServiceCoordinator
Positionrequires: Maste~s degreen oneof the
behavioral sciences,licensed or licenseeligible
,n the stateof Utah. Dutiesinclude: Screening
Motherhelperneeded, May1 throughSept.1,
cl1enlsfor new admissions
, triage, crisis 1nterSaltLakeCrtyarea, 5 children,8:30 am to 5:30
EARLYBIRDDISCOUNT
vent1on, staff and communty liaisonskills.and
pm MondaythroughSaturday. Needyour own
Europe$448(rA + taxes)
coord,na!t
ng service delivery. SalaryS26,622 transportallon
. Salarynegotiable
. References
TRAVELANYTIMEIN2000!1
$36,746
.19 basedon license plus experience
necessary
. ContactKaren 801-916·
1836 for
Hawaii$129(olw)
Excellentbenefits. Submn vlla, transcripts, limoreinformat
ion.
MexicalCaribbean
$189(rA + taxes)
cense 1f applK:able,and cover letter to Beth
Call:800.834·9192
Smnh, P.O. Box 683, Logan, UT 84323-0683.
wwwa11tiitch.org
SummerCampCounselors Wanted. Friendly
Pleasemention Jobll0P6(L).
Pines Camp, In 1he cool pines of northern
Anzona
, is hiring stafffor the2000season. May
28th - July 30th. Will interviewon campusin
BlueWaterScubaof Logan, Logan's official
Earna Substantial incomehelping me run my
February.Campoffersinstructionin horseback air station.We can take care of all your scuba
travel business!Call Jared 787-1727 or Dan riding, watersk
iing, climbing, fishing, crafts,
needs. Sales,remals,andinstructions
. Classes
792-3854
sports, animal care, archery, perlonm
ing arts, are year round,you can be certified in just two
and more. For appl./infocall 520/445-2128or
weekends! Group rates available. For more
email us at 1nfo@fnendlyp1nes
.com. Visrt our
info. call 752-1793
.
websrtewwwfriendlypines.com.
Makeup to S2000in oneweek motivatedstudentgroupsneeded. Formarket,ng
project. Call
Heather1-800-357-9009
for details
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OrraJ
Ari;
m -1775
or24'7at 797
-3359

ads~usu.edu

www.sratesmanusu
edu

PLEASE NOTE

mats4'Xb~:i'q·, µJ.UO. ManyOlherbuidlngSIZe5.
Kit, built,engineering,
financing.
Freebrochu,e. 1888-336-8824.

Classifiedadvertising
deadlriesareoneworking
day pnorto the day publicationis desiredat 10 STEELBUILDINGS CLEARANCEsale. No
Seriousinquirers
getbestpricein wesl!
a.m.Costper submIss,onis 10 centsper word Gimmicks!
Arch,strrughtwall,
singleslope. t-800-973-3366
.
$1 minimum Reduced rates for quantity
www.premiersteel.org
ilsert,onsare available.Commercial
ratesvary,
dependingon frequency. VISA, MasterCard STEEL BUILDINGS SALE: 5,000♦ sizes.
and Aggie Express are also accepted for 40x60x14, $8,236: 50x75x14, $11,003;
payment. Use 797-3359to place phoneads. 50x100x16,
$14,551;60x100x16,
$16,174.M1111·
Advertisersshouldcarefullyreadthe classified storage
ou,uings,4t!XiW,
32umts,$16,534.
F_ree
ad form, TSC 319. The Utah Statesman brochures,wwwsentinelbu1tdlngs
.com Senhnel
reservesthe rightto refuseany ad, display,or Buicings,800-327-0790,
Exte11S1on
79.
classified. The Utah Statesmandisclaimsall
ENG
INEERCERTIFIEDBUl~Dl~GS:,Free'dehv'.
liab1lrty
for any damagesufferedas a resultof
2
any advertisementIn this newspaper. The ery next thirty callers 24x36x10 $375 ,00,
Statesmanhas authorityto edrtand locateany 30'x48'x10'$5432.00; 36'x60'x12' $?731.00.
• Coloredsteel,insulatedroofs.Doors
, financing,
classified advertisement as
deemed
other sizes availab
le. 1-877-462-0535
.
appropriate.
http1/WWW.buildingam.com

ITATEWIDE
ADS
ABORTION?
WHY?CONS
IDERAdoption.
Wanm,
secure
. lovinghomeavailablefor newbornball'j.
Please
callattorney
at 1-800-606-44
t 1.A-741
ADOPT
: LOVINGCOUPLEwill prOVide
a wanm,
nurtumg,financiatty
securehomefor yourbaby.
Mecical,\.egal
exp. pd. Jill & Jimmy1·800-6132394
"1&W POLEBUILDINGS:20'l<30'x10',
S3044
.00:
24'x36'x10',
$3~~ 00;30'x48'x10',
$5560
.00. Stall

POSTALJOBS548,32300 yr. Now hiring
-no
experience-paid
training-great
benefits
. Cal for
liSIS,7 days. 800-429-3660
ext J954

andtnSurancepa~ments
. vrat,ca
l sett1ements
. l,;Bl
Dawnat JG. Wentwor1h
1-800-454-9368
•
GETOUTOF DEBTnow!Consolidate
yourbills,
lowermonthly
payments,
saveS1,OOO's
Ininterest.
Free consultation
. Non-profit. Metropol
itan
FinancialManagement
toll-free 1-B77-975-1994
www.debtcutter
.org
OVERYOURHEADindebt?
?? Doyouneedmore
breathing
room???
Debtconsolidation,
noquahfy
inglll 'Free consultation(800) 556-1548.
www.anewhorizon
.orgLicenced
, bonded
. nonprof
iVnational
co.
RECEIVING
PAYMENTS
? LUMPsumscashpa,d
for sellerfinancednotes& deeds of trust, real
estatecontracts
, structured
insurance
settlements.
lotterywinnings.CascadeFunding
, Inc. 1-800476-9644
RECEIVING
PAYMENTS
ON a mortgagecontract?Wepaycashformortgages
andtrustdeeds
fullandpartial.CallMaxMortgage
(455--0404)
HOMEOWNERS
WITHCREDI
T worriesmaynow
quiCl<ly
qualifyfor loans. Stonecast
le's a direct
lenderthatcantellyou<1-1er
thephone-and
wilhout

Call1·800-700-1242
ext.374
OWNYOUOWN$1.00storeor ctlooseapparel, obtigationl
shoe, lingene,
bndal,gift.Includes
inventory,
buyTRANSPORT
·coast to
ing tnp, traImng. Minimum mvestement DRIVERCOVENANT
$19,900.00.
(501)327-8031. www.libertyopportu· coastruns'Teamsstart35c-37c ·s1,000sign-on
bonus
for
exp.
co
.
dnvers
.
For
experienced
drivers
nities
.com
andowneroperators
1-800-441-4394
. ForgraduCASHIMMEDI
ATE- $$$ Upfrontcashforincome atestudentst -800-338-6428.
streamslrornprivatenotes,realestale,annuI~e~
STARTYOUROWNbusiness! Set your own
scheduleControl
yourownincome.Sellfromyour
home
, at worl(, throughfundraisers
. Be anAvon
Representative
. Call888-942-4053

Bookmark it TODAY
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TRAVEL

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

Need: 29 people to lose5-100lbs!
All Natural.Guaranteed
Doctor Recomme
nded'
1-888-367-9974
www.energ1zenow.com

Wanted
10 peoplewho need to lose weightand make
money
to test marketa new weight lossproduct. 1-888200·
1335for details

MEDICAL
BILLING
. Eamexcellentincome!Full
training
. Computerreqi.ired
. Call toll freel 800·
540•6333
ext. 2051
• •

JEWELRY

,

ALASKA
SUMMER

JOBS

Ar A S MALL LODGE
IN DENALI

NATI ONAL

ENJOY Sun Drenched
Daysonthepat,o &
cozyeveningsby 1he
fireplace. Country
charm,Canyonsetting.
Melody K.Sheldon

NEAR MT. MCKINLEY
.. 50 SEASONAL
JOBS MAY-SEPT
•• 25 GIFT SHOP & FOOD
CASHIERS
•• 10 COOKS - FRY , LINE, PREP
•• 5 MANAGMENT
, MAINTENANCE,
HOUSEKEEPING
•• ROOM & BOARD AVAILABLE

FOR APPLICATION

Wtstem 8'oker1 Group

MUST SEETO APPRECIATE
!
This recentlyremodeledranch wrth hot tub,
woodbumingstove,
oakfloors.5 bdrm,2 bth.
764N. 200E. Logan,$121,000.Call Cindy
at 750-8956
.

CARS & TRUCKS
98 Ford Escort31K AC, CC, PS, PW, AM!FM
Cass. Exce\lenlcond. $8500firm755-6984evenings.

Jeep GrandCherokeeUmrted1993, Leather,
Power everything
, CD, 97K miles, VS, 4wd,
Dark Green. $14,000 obo. Call Allyn at 7134934

FOR RENT
1 bedroomapartmentfor 1 person.$360/mo
.
Util. pd. No deposrtrequired. NSNP753-6572

2 bedroomapt. U1ilrt
Ies included
. 3 blocksfrom
USUNS,ND, NP, SSOO
Call787-9772.

KEVIN

PERSONALS

,

CareerFair2000IS comingWednesday
, March
1st. Visitwithrepresentatives
fromover 180or•
ganizations
on the 2nd floorof the TaggartS1udentCenterfrom9 a.m. to 3 p.m. For moreinfonmation,
cometo Career Services,University
Inn, groundlevel. 797-n77. SEE YOU AT
THEFAIRI

Career Serviceshas a variety of resources
availablefor students
. S1artworkingNOWfor
yourfirstcareer posrtion.See us in the Univer•
s~yInn, groundlevel.

FORACCELERATED
LEARNING
,
Morefocus,concentration
, & productlVity
INCREASE
YOURBRAINPOWER
www.radiosonic.net
orcall 1-888-852-1447
memion #1000
for a 10% student discount
Orin and S1eve,too bad aboutyour losingbids
for the top jobin the WhiteHouse. Comemeet
wrthover 180 employersa11heCareer Fair on
the 2ndfloorof the TaggartStudentCenterfrom
9-3on Wednesday
, March1st.

&
Wantnext summetsjob to relateto your major
and help you to get a betterjob alter graduation??? Startyour iltemship application process NOWII Cometo the Career Services Office
locatedon the groundlevelof the UniversnyInn.

INTERVIEW

CALL

Fraternities• Sororities
Clubs• StudentGroups
Studentorganizations
eam$1000-$2,000
w~h
theeasycampusfundraiser
.comthreehour
lundraisingevenl. No salesrequired.
Fundraising
datesarefilling quickly, so call
today!Contactcampusfundraiser.com
,
(888)923-3238
, or visit
www.campuslundra
iser.com.

n0-1103 or 787-1111

PARK

••

by Dan Piraro

CalculatorHewlettPackard had held 12-C,Call
562-5888after5 pm. Also grandfather
clock.

ANNOUNCE-

OR WRITE:
HELWIG

BOX 32 9
PORT ARKANSA S, TX 78373
(512) 7 ,49 ..3026

O NLINE APPLICATION:
HTTP://WWW.DENALIPARK.COM
EMAIL: KEV IN @DANALIP ARK.COM

Wes,we hearthat Scream3 is your last movie!
Makecontactsat the CareerFair on fhe 2nd
floor of the TaggartStudentCenterfrom 9-3 on
Wednesday,
March1st.

DEVELOPINGFor All Your Insurance Needs,
Including Student Health
li;isurance
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Friday,February18
♦ BodyAwarenessFair,
11:30a.m. to 1:30 pm.
International Lounge
TSC.
♦ International Tea Party,
3:30 p.m. 3rd floor TSC by
Multicultural Center
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♦Operation Smile Swing
Dance with a live band.
8:30 p.m. TSC Ballroom,
$3.
♦ USU Hockey vs Weber
State, 8:30 p.m., Ice Sheet
in Ogden

Saturday,
February19
♦ USUBasketballvs
Pacific7:05p.m.,
Spectrum
♦ USU Hockeyvs BYU,
8:30 p.m., Ice Sheet in
Ogden

01996 TribuneMedia Services.Inc.
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DilbertscoTTAoAMs

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

HE'S ON THE PHONE.
YOU'LL HAVE TO
STAND HERE AND
WAIT.

Monday,February21
♦ President's Day Holiday,
no classes

AG-gravationN1cK
PERK1Ns

F.Y.I.

•USU Outdoor RecreationCenter willsponsor
TWO Africanhanddrumming
~ starting Feb.
23 for six weeks. The Congoleseclasses6 to 7:30
pm. and the West Africanclasses8 to 9:30 p.m.
The classeswill be taught by internationally known
• FoundersDay essayamh:st Write one page on "WhyI
drummer FredSimpson. Mr.Simpsonwill givea free
Loveusu·to win a BOOtuition waiver.Due March 1. David demonstration Feb. 23, noon TSCAuditorium Fee
B. Haight Alumni Center. Winner announced March 7
$60.00. six-weekclass.Info.Outdoor Rec.Center
•The ASUSUScienceCouncil is lookingforfun.dedicated,
797-3264.
outgoingstudentwithin the Collegeof Science(Geology,
• Additionalhours for the Academic
Resource
math physics,chemistry,computer science,and biology)
Center.Drop in Math tutoring Monday through
Contact David Duke 797-3785or slb9s<1Pcc.usu
.edu or TSC
Thursday 6 to 9 p.m..TSC Room 304A.Stop by for a
332D.
completelist of other tutor times.
• The 58th annual Loggers
BallandGameDinnerwillbe
• BodyAwarens Fair, Feb. 18, 11.30 a.m. to 1:30
held Feb. 18. BullenCenter Ticketson sale CNRRoom 112.
pm, International LoungeTSC.Eatingdisorder
Dance $4, Dinner and Dance S8.Sponsoredby Forestry
screening,nutrient analysis,three massage theraClub & WildlifeClub.
pists.Speaker Cynthia Allen "Mediaand the Body
•GovernorLeavitthold a press conference.Feb.22. 9 a.m.
Image·, 12:30to 1:30p.rn.
Sunburst LoungeTSC.
• Do you want to knowwhatSodalWorkis ail
•WorldWarII liibuteWeeksponsored by Housingand
about?Are you undecided on a major? Come meet
Food Servicesand RHSAall activitiesat Lundstrom Student
the facultyand find out Feb.23, 12:30p.m. HASS
Center Main Office, 1295 E. lCOONorth. Audio/Visual
Deans Conference Room Main 338. Refreshments.
Presentation by Dr. Denise Conover(USUHistory Dept)
• "Llughout LoudJ"Dinner, Dance and Quick Wits,
Feb. 22. 7 p.m.. MoviePresentation "MemphisBelle"(PG-13) Feb.25, 6:30 p.m.. $6 per person. Institute Super
7 p.m . "SavingPrivateRyan· (R)9 p.m. Bringa pillowand a
Activity.
blanket, Feb. 23.. Panel Discussionwith World War II
• A life WritingWorkshoptaught by Judy Eisley
Veterans Feb.24, 7 p.m.
will be an interactive, hands-on workshop that aims
• It's publicity
weekat the Institute. Look for a mysterylet- to help participants write their own stories.Feb. 26,
ter each day in the advertisement Figureout the mystery
9 a.m. to Noon. ECCRooms205/207 Free and open
word and 1;1ina prize
to the public.Call to reserve a seat 797-3351.
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usu
HOCKEY
Don't
Miss
theGreat
Action
ofUSU's
Newfavorite
Sport
- andNo.1-ranked
Team

Elections
Openbouse
All those who are Interested In runninll for ASUSU, there wlll be an
openhouse Tuesday, February 22nd
at 7:30pm.
Come and meet the current ASUSU officers and ask them any questions you
may have about their positions. Don'r
forger rhe filing deadline Is Mand at

Feb. 28th.

TSC 3rd Floor

-

USUvs. WeberState
Friday,Feb.18, 8:30
&
USUvs. BYU
Saturday,Feb.19, 8:30

attheOgden
IceSheet

at 4390
Harrison Blvd.,
Ogden, near Dee
Events Center
eTickets at USU
Ticket Office in the
Spectrum
& at the
door.
eLocated

